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The convention convened at 2:45
o'clock this afternoon with Charles A.
Spiess in the chair. Rev. Julius Hart-mapronounced the invocation. The
reading of the minutes was dispensed
with.
Fifteen petitions were presented by
prohibirequest, asking for state-wid- e
tion, two by E. S. Stover, who said
that he was in sympathy with them;
the third from Luna county by J. N.
Upton; the fourth from Eddy county,
by C. R. Brice; one from Union county; one from Grant county; one from
Torrance county by Acasio Gallegos;
from Socorro, Dona Ana and Valencia
counties; from Santa Fe county; from
Dona Ana county.
G. A. Richardson filed a minority
report from the Committee on Executive.
G. W. Prichard presented a partial
report for the Committee on Education, covering the subject of public
schools. Nestor Montoya said a minority report will be presented on
Wednesday.
Solpmon Luna moved that the convention go into committee of the
whole to consider the report of the
Committee on Bill of Rights. The convention so ordered.
H. M. Dougherty was called to the
chair. Although a Democrat, he presided ably and justly.
The article as proposed by the committee, which however, has made only
a, partial report, was considered section by section.
Section 1 was adopted.
A. A. Sedillo moved to amend Section 2, by adding "provided such
change be not repugnant to the constitution of the United States." The
amendment was defeated and the section was adopted as reported.
Francis E. Wood and Nestor Montoya mover to amend Section 3, with:
"The rights, privileges and immunities, civil, political and religious,
guaranteed the people of New Mexico
by the treaty, of Guadalupe Hidalgo
n

Governor
Mills today appointed
Fred L. Hammond of Kelly, Socorro
county, and S. Otis Dotson of Columbus, Luna county, notaries public.
Santa Fe Water the Best.
The office of the territorial engineer
today received the first figures of the
anaylsis of waters of various streams
in the territories. The figures show
the amount of solids of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park
and is scientifically accurate. The figures give the proportion of solid matter in 100,000 parts of water, and
Santa Fe water stands at the top for
freedom from solids. The following

are the results:
Santa Fe

6.60
8.70
11.50
15.
21.

Rio Lucero
Rio Chama at Chama
Rio Pueblo
Red River
.23.
Vermejo at Dawson
Fernando de Taos
23.50
San Juan
28.60
Gila
29.10
Cameron
34.50
Rio Grande
37.80
Las Animas
52.40
La Plata
84.60
Rio Puerco
412.10
School Census of Grant County.
Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction James E. Clark today
received the school census returns for
1910 from Grant county.
The total
population of school age, that is between the ages of 5 and 21 years, is
4,516 against 4,509 last year.
There
are 2,344 males and 2,172 females.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from Game Warden
Thomas P. Gable $92.75 for the game
o
protection fun, and $288.30 from
Chaves, superintendent of insurance.
Declared to Be Suicide.
The mounted police have investigated the rumor that Pablo Gallegos,
who was found dead at Anton Chico-- .
Guadalupe county, with a bullet wound

'
shall.be preserved. invVto. ' T''e
amendas
section
the
amendment and
jin his temple and revolver at his
ed, were adopted unanimously.
Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 19 were feet, had been murdered.
They declare that it was undoubtedly a case
adopted as recommended.
S. B. Davis offered an amendment of suicide.
to Section 11, which was adopted. It Adding to the Public School Nest Egg.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien for
substitutes for the second sentence:
"The legislature may provide that ver- the Territory, today received from the
dicts in civil cases, may be rendered United States, $23,293.48, five per cent
by less than unanimous vote of the of the net proceeds of public land
sales in New Mexico during the fiscal
jury."
Section 12 was adopted unanimous- year ending June 30, 1910. Since the
law went into effect, ten years ago
ly.
A. H. Harllee offered an amendment $94,475.33 have been received for the
permanent public school income fund
to Section 13.
It provides that: "No person shall from that source and $71,181.85, the
be held answerable for a capital crime amount before today's remittance, is
inor infamous crime, except upon pre invested so as to bring 4.6 per cent
been
have
This
terest.
year's
receipts
sentment or indictment by grand
a exceeded only once and that last year,
jury," Charles Springer offered
was $25,526.06. The
substitute which Mr. Harllee accepted. when the amount
received each year since
amounts
to
held
be
shall
was:
"No
person
It
answer for a capital, felonious or in- 1901, are as follows:
$ 1.291.12
famous crime, except upon present- 1901
2,530.45
ment or indictment by grand jury, 1902
2,026.26
1903
etc." The amendment was adopted.
5,133.71
to amend 1904
Isidoro Armijo moved
2,705.65
Section 13, by inserting: "to have the 1905
10,209.15
to 1906 .....
charge and testimony interpreted
6,685.77
him in the language that he under- 1907
15,073.68
stands." The amendment was adopt- 1908

ed.
E. F. Saxon presented an amendment: "To have a copy of the indictment or accusation given him," to be
inserted. G. W. Prichard objected to
the amendment because it is a matter of detail to be left to the legislature. The amendment was lost.
Section 13 as amended was adopted.
Section 14 was adopted by C. A.
that
Spiess, the amendment providing
a person convicted upon trial for
ferent offenses or degrees of an offense, he shall not on new trial be
tried for a greater offense or greater
degree of offense than upon first trial.
SeUpon unanimous consent, A. A.
dillo offered an amendment to Section
13, providing for change of venue upon request of the accused, F. E. Wood
asserte that a change of venue is
already provided for in the law as it
stands, and a matter purely for legislation. C. R. Brice suggested a further amendment, providing that the
state might also take a change of
venue. The latter was not seconded.
J. G. Fitch said to add the words proposed by A. A. Sedillo, would be displaying our ignorance to the world on
a well settled question of constitutional law. Mr. Sedillo answered that
most new state constitutions contained this clause and that a law cannot
be too well settled. It is merely following a precedent established by oth-

25,526.06
23,393.48

1909
1910

Opinion By Attorney General.
Hon. C. V. Safford, Traveling Auditor,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I am in receipt of your;
letter of even date herewith in which
you say that you have been asked

whether or not district attorneys are
entitled to commission on delinquent
taxes after suit has been brought, and
the delinquent taxpayer, before judgment is rendered, goes to the county
treasurer and pays the amount of
the tax together with penalties and
court costs as advertised. The third
of section 12, chapter 22,
laws of 1909, declares that district attorneys shall be entitled to compensation "For all collections made for
suit brought as provided by law for
delinquent taxes, five per cent of the
The language
amount collected.".
quoted appears to answer your question fully. Section 13 of the same
act provides that this compensation
shall be paid out of the amount recovered upon order of the county
n

commissioners.

STUDENT DIES OF
INFANTILE

Plnceton,

N. J.,

Oct.

PARALYSIS.
31.

Marcus

er state constitutions. The amendment Crawford, of Franklin, Pa., and a
member of the freshman class of
died today in
Princeton University,
the university infirmary of infantile
paralysis.
Crawford went to the infirmary on
Wednesday complaining of pains In
the head. In a short time his limbs
were paralyzed and despite heroic efforts to save him he succumbed to
the disease.
This is the second death from the
same disease in the freshman class.
(Continued on Page Eight)

was defeated.
As the New Mexican went to press
the convention was still sitting in committee of the whole considering the
'
Bill of Right
Republican Conference.
The Republican conference met this
forenoon at 10:30 o'clock In the council chamber with H. O. Bursura presiding. The Bill of Rights as report-

ON

.

Monoplanist and Biplanist Will Principal Streets Will Be Paroled
by Plain Clothes
Compete for Speed Trophy
This Afternoon.
Men.

ch

Belmont Park, N. Y., Oct. 31. John
Moissant, American aviator, was
today hailed as the winner in the great
t'Sl-f- flight yesterday to the Statue of Liberty in New York, harbor, and return for the $10,000 prize offered by
Thomas F. Ryan. In one of the most
thrilling races in the history of aviation he defeated Count de Lesseps.
the Frenchman, and Claude Ghahame
winner of the
White, the English
day.
James Cordon Bennett cup on SaturInfantry in Pursuit.
i J
day. The Aero Club ruled that the
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. For a
meeting as originally scheduled closed
week or more two bands of about one
yesterday. So no further competition
is possible.
Today's program is full
hundred Manobos have been terrorizr Aar
r v
of special prize events including the
ing the people of the west coast of
Aero Club distance contest, altitude
Davao, southeastern Mindanao Island.
contest and grand speed contest, to
Their raids have been directed against
take place this afternoon, the latter
t
1 K
the foreign element. Three companies
between Grahame White, the fastest
v
ij.
or' mohoplanists,
.i
of the Third infantry have been sent
and McCurdy, the
to supress the disorder.
General
Very little
speediest of
breeze is stirring this morning, but
Pershing does not regard the situation
the weather is the coldest of the meetas serious.
ing.
They Are Lazy.
Moissant is Challenged.
HON. THOMAS D. BURNS.
Washington, Oct. 31. Labor trouNew York, Oct. :il. Claude Graham
bles are believed by the war depart- Delegate From Tlerra Amarilla, Rio Arriba County, and Whose Record as White said
today that he would issue
ment to be responsible for the uprisa Legislator Makes Him Stand High in the Counsels of the Republican
an official challenge to Moissant and
ing. The Manobos are of the lowest
Party and In the Hearts of the People.
put up a purse of $10,000 for another
type of Filipinos, it is said. They are
(light around the Statue of Liberty or
indolent and resent any effort to comover any other course Moissant might
Hon. Thomas D. Burns, delegate in From thence he went with $700 in choose.
pel them to work.
the constitutional convention
from his pocket and an excellent reputaTierra Amarilla, Taos county, is a tion as an honest and industrious
splendid example of the good the west young man. to southern Colorado, and
I
can do for a man, and what a good engaged in mercantile pursuits. Soon
man can do for the west.
thereafter he moved to TierTa AmaThere are few other men in New rilla, his present home.
Mexico who are as universally reIn 1SG9 Mr. Burns had commenced
ARIZON A
as Mr. sheep raising and cattle growing, and
spected and as Influential
Arwho
Rio
Burns,
is today one of the most successful
represented Taos,
riba and San Juan counties in the stockmen and merchants in the southInternational Brotherhood of council of the legislative assembly. west.
Advisory Vote on United
Teamsters Calls Out 1700 ialHe is considered as good senator- During the Ute troubles in southStates Senators Another
timber for the new state.
ern Colorado in the 70s, Mr. Burns did
More Drivers
Mr. Burns is truly a
man. much valuable service, and was inFreak Favored
He came west with but $5 in his strumental in saving many lives by
and
pocket, and today he is considered his timely good sense, courage
RIOTING WAS REPEATED TODAY one of the wealthiest men of the ter- strength of character. Ho had won
MISSION !S JEOPARDIZED
in years before the confidence and reritory.
Born in Waterford, Ireland, in 1844, spect of the Utes and the Jicarilla
Boston Despatch and. Manhat- !&. tjiev best Irir.b sto
he removed Apaches by his honoble dealing."
comliikitaucew
in eariy youm wun nis parents to with them. He was one of the first rrxijjoailt.
tan Delivery Companies
pel Companies to Pay Em
New York. Five years later they militia officers in the territory under
are Involved.
moved to Wisconsin.
In I860 Mr. the 1878 militia law, and was comployes Every Two Weeks
Burns left for the great and then al- - missioned a major and had charge of
New York, Oct. 31. The interna ;most unknown west. He started from the militia forces in northern Now
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 31. The constifor his Mexico for years.
tional Brotherhood of Teamsters to Janesville, Wis., working
board all the way to Omaha. He canMr. Burns early took an interest in tutional convention today by a large
day called out between 1,500 and vassed
voted in favor of providing
veterinary books, and was so public affairs. He was several times majority
1.S00 drivers and helpers employed by successful that when he
reached Oma- elected a member of the board of for a direct primary and advisory
the Boston Dispatch, a subsidiary of ha his $5 had grown to $14. He imme- county commissioners in his county. vote on (I. S. senators, and Instructed
election committee to draft such
the Adams Express Company, and diately started out for Pike's Peak in He was a delegate to the national con- the
The question as to whethprovisions.
schooner.
a
1S96.
at
is
in
vention
He
St.
Louis
prairie
Manhattan Delivery Company. RiotFrom Denver he went to Boulder, the author of considerable good legis- er the convention had a right under
was
ing
repeated during the morning. where he
to provide for an adengaged in mining, but soon lation on the statute books and is a the enabling act
Waybill Clerks Join Strike.
to Denver to clerk in a whole- wise and progressive legislator.
As visory law at tha first state election
returned
New York, Oct. 31 The waybill
store. Shortly thereaf- a staunch Republican, a friend of pub- caused a spirited debate, the Repubsale
clerks of the American express, who ter hegrocery
was appointed deputy United lic education and an advocate of ah licans opposing on the ground that it
have no organization and no especial States marshal, and served at Fort legislation that tends toward progress would jeopardize the admission
of
grievances of their own, this morning Lyons in charge of valuable govern-- j and. prosperity, he stands high in the Arizona into the L'nion. Among the
decided to go out on a sympathetic ment property. He was also a gov-- : counsels of his party and the heart propositions introduced today was
one compelling employing companies
strike this afternoon.
ernment employe at Fort Union. of the people.
to have
payments.
RICH CATCH MADE
IN MEXICAN PORT.
CINCINNATI GETS TWO
OF PHILADELPHIA'S PLAYERS.
CHINA
Two Alleged Bank Wreckers and Five
Suspected Los Angeles DynamitJohn Bates and George McQuillan
ers Are in Custody.
Sign With Former and Bring
I
LEAD
on Crisis.
Acahutco, Mexico, Oct. 31. From a
description given by a detective agenPhiladelphia, Oct. 31. John Bates,
cy, it is believed that two of the men
fielder of the Philadelphia Nacenter
Won
Six
Have
and
of
Convocation
a
PopuThey
Early
arrested on arrival here on Saturday
tional
team, is one of four
League
of the schooner Kate, are Wilson B.
Five Foot Ball Games
lar Parliament Decided
whom President Fogel, of
players
Evans, absconding teller of the FarmPhiladelphia, released to Cincinnati in
Respectively
Upon by Throne
ers' bank of Los Angeles, and his alHe
exchange for four local players.
leged accomplice. It is stated that
signed the contract to play with
today
$11,000 have been recovered.
NEW RULES REPOSED INJURIES DEMANDED BY ENTIRE NATION Cincinnati in 1911. Bates came in reDynamiters Detained.
sponse to a message from President
Washington, D. C, Oct. 31. The
Herrmann, and after a short talk, in
state department has been formally Whether
They Are to Be
Importance of Today's Conces which the position of Cincinnati was
notified by the American ambassador
explained, he signed the agreement.
Fixture Will Soon
sion Is Recognized by World
to Mexico that Consul Letchor at
McQuillan Signs Too.
Be Determined
Acahutco, reports the detention there
at Large.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 31. George Mcof five men suspected of connection
Quillan, the Philadelphia pitcher, also
with the Times of Las Angeles dynaBoston, Oct. 31. The question of
Pekin, Oct. 31. It is believed that signed a contract today to play with
miting case.
whether the new football rules have the throne has decided to accede to Cincinnati in 1911. There the action
to stay is within three weeks of being the demand of the senate and provin- in the face of President Fogel's decisOF
PARLIAMENT
FIRST
Next Saturday the contests cial delegates for an early convoca- ion declaring the I'heiladelphia club
answered.
SOUTH AFRICA CONVENES.
had not released them, is expected to
will be the last before the final strug- tion of a
In tne
popular
parliament.
bring about a crisis in the controverDuke of Connaught and Princess Pa- gles on rules.
The commission al- senate today and in the
presence of sy over the trade.
tricia Arrived for Formal Open'
ready is sizing up the situation to see the leading
grand councillors, Prince
ing on November 4.
whether the present game is a. fixture
OFFICERS
Yu
members
of the grand coun- FOUR CABINET
Liang,
or
needs more tinkering, either back
CAMPAIGN IN OHIO.
Capetown .South Africa, Oct. 31.
toward the original or toward more cil, stated that the entire nation was
The Duke of Connaught who will
open play, but with the list of injured centered on the necessity of the early
of
the
first
open
parliament
formally
cut down from 25 to 40 per cent, the establishment of a general purliamnt. Hurry Call to Secretary Wilson to
Curtail Trip In New York to
the union of South Africa on behalf of leaders in
sport seem to agree that the The program fixed by the late dowager
State.
Rush to Buck-EyKing George V., arrived today, accom- rules committee will make only
empress provided for a general reprepanied by the Duchess and Princess
Harvard and 'Princeton sentative
body to be known as the
Victoria Patricia. Pending state open- stand at the head of eastern colleges
Washington, Oct. 31 The fourth
to
ing on November 4, parliament was this season, with their goal lines n- - imperial parliament in 1905, at the cabinet, officer has been ordered
convened today by Lord Gladstone, tact and a string of six and five vie-- ; end of a nine year period of prepara- Ohio to help the Republican ticket.
conSecretary of Agriculture "Wilson now
But as Harvard tion. The importance of today's
governor general of the union of South tories respectively.
be in New York state has curtailed his
can
cession
therefore
scarcely
Africa.
has scored a tourchdown in every
tour to enable him to speak in the
game and Princeton failed to get a, overestimated.
rural districts of President Taft's
RELIANCE ATHLETIC CLUB
goal line In the game with Lafayette,
state on Friday and Saturday.
OF OAKLAND BANKRUPT. winning by a field goal. Harvard is YOUNG WOMAN KILLED
IN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.
placed first.
DUKE OF VERAGUS
Famous in Coast Sporting Annals
DIES IN SPAIN.
Its Liabilities Are $13,000
Easton, Pa., Oct. 31. Miss Ella
GARY, INDIANA, HAS
Assets $2,600.
Madrid, Oct. 31. The Duke of
POPULATION OF 16,802. Fields, of Bayonne, N. J., was killed
a descendant of Christopher Coand Al Fields, her father, and her
minister of
31.
D.
Oct.
San Francisco, Cal.; Oct. 31. The
In
automobile
an
were
Gary, mother,
lumbus, and former
C,
injured
Washington,
Reliance Athletic Club, of Oakland, Ind., located on the southern shore of near New Village, N. J. Miss Fields marien, died yesterday. He was born
famous in the sporting history of the Lake Michigan, founded by the Unit-- ' and her parents were participating in in 1837. He visited the United States
Pacific coast, filed a petition in bank- ed Steel Corporation, has a population the annual run of the Hudson County In 1892 on the occasion of the Columruptcy this morning. The liabilities of 16,802. Gary was a collection of Automobile Club. A tire on a rear bus celebration and was received with
are placed at $13,000 and the assets sand dunes when the 1900 census was wheel burst, causing the car to skid high honors as the representative of
at $2,600.
the family.
taken.
into a ditch.

Washington, D. C., Oct. 31. Eight
Christians, one Amerian and two Chinese, have been killed and much property belonging to foreigners has been
destroyed by rebellions Manobos
tribesmen in the Philippines according to a report from Brigadier General Pershing to the war department to-
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Tonight is the vigil ol All Saints
Day and is known hh Hallowe'en or
All Hallows, the night when
spooks,
goblins mid fairies hold sway. It is
an occasion of merry making in England and the United States though in
Catholic countries today is one of
fasting and abstinence coming as it
does just before the great, feast of All
Saints.
For all that, the evening is
spent in merry making by all creeds
in this country even if
feasting is not
eu regie.
The merriment generally
consists of practical pranks by the
children and the older ones watching
the apple ducking contests.
In some of the large cities it was customary for thousands to walk up and
down the streets ringing bells, blowing horns and raising a din generally.
In Santa Ke the feast of All Hallows
is being observed. This afternoon Mrs.
Fischer and Mrs. Gable are giving a
card party at the Library Hall and
tonight there will be a brilliant
dance at. the Armory, under
i) e auspieces of the Elks. This dance
will be a masquerade affair though it
is i,dld many will content themselves
with wearing such plain costumes as
sheets and pillow cases and others
may go in ordinary attire.
Police on Guard.
For fear that this Hallowe'en may
not pass off so serenely and calmly as
last year when Mayor Sena saw to
it personally that depredations were
not permitted to occur. Mayor Arthur
Seligman has sworn in a large extra
police force and will have the officers
stationed on the principal thoroughfares. They will be in plain clothes,
mounted and also on foot, and will
keep a sharp lookout on Washington
and Lincoln avenues, Palace avenue,
San Francisco street, Grant avenue,
e
IleVargas street, Agua Fria street,
avenue and Cerrillos street. They
will keep moving around and any one
V r'kine"
r;.iows vhlngiite
gates', tampering with door 'cells or
destroying property will be "nabbed."
Some four or five years ago the vandals played havoc with the First
Presbyterian church, doing serious
damage, but it is hoped that the feast
this year will be observed as orderly
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Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.

POLICE

V
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to Con- Almost $95,000 Received Past Two Chinese on Fatality
Ton Years From Uncle Sam
form With Ideas of Most
Property Loss Among
and Invested.
Delegates.
Foreigners Involved.

IS

Three Compete in Most Thril- With Dinners, Dances and
ling Race in History of
Parties, All Will Make
Aviation
Merry
Iff

Bill of Rights Amended

JL M

.

$10,000 PRIZE

j

CONFERENCE

ji jL

ab

last year.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY COARD
AND MISS ALONSO MARRIED.
Wedding Ceremony Was Quietly Performed Saturday Night at Church
of Holy Faith.
Edwin F. Coard, assistant secretary
and Miss Matilda Alon-so- ,
both of this city, were married
Saturday night. The wedding ceremony was informal and was performed in the Church of the Holy Faith
by the Rev. James Grattan Mytben.
Tbe attendants were Mrs. V. L. Bean,
Mrs. R. J. Palen and Mrs. Kirkpatrick.
After the wedding ceremony a reception was held at the Episcopal rectory where a few friends had gathered.
Refreshments were served, John Hunt
being the caterer.
"The wedding was kept a secret except from a handful of friends but for
jail that the news quickly spread and
ia number of young friends of the
bride and' bridegroom attempted to
serenade them.
Miss Aionso is a teacher of music
land Spanish in the high school and
has lived here a number of years. She
jcame to this country from Spain accompanying the Catrons who made
iher acquaintance abroad. She has
been very popular in social circles and
only recently attracted much attention by the clever manner in which
jshe acted the role of a French maid
in tbe
comedy "Why Smith Left
Home" which was given under the
direction of. the Rev. Mr. Mythen and
scored a great success.
Mr. Coard came to New Mexico several years ago and was city editor of
the New Mexican. He was appointed
assistant secretary of the territory by
effSecretary Jaffa and has been an
icient official, his newspaper training
having given him a wide knowledge
of men and public affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. Coard will continue to
reside in Santa Fe where yesterday
conthey received the felicitations and
gratulations of their many friends.
of New Mexico

j

'

FAST ARANSAS
PASSENGER TRAIN WRECKED.
in
Spreading Rails Cause Disaster
Which Express Messenger is Killed a ndSeveral Persons Injured.
31. The
Oct.
Texas,
Houston,
"David Crockett," the fast Aransas
passenger train between San Antonio and Houston, was wrecked by

spreading rails this morning near
An express messenger was
killed and a number of persons injured.

With the exception ol the baggageman, none were seriously hurt.

TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

AGE TWO.

FROM COLORADO

THSE ARE THE FINEST POTATOES ON THE
MARKET FREE FROM FRCST AND GOOD
KEEPERS.

stock of Solita re Candies in

We will have a fresh

Excellent in Quality.

next week.

Cheap in Price.

Minter Grocery
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa

Fe.

DAILY

ROUND

UP.

J!

HALLOWE'EN.
(By Kate Masterson in the Columbian.)
It is the night when goblins stalk
And banshees on the terrace walk;
When sad, sepulchred spirits dare
To seek a breath of midnight air.
Through darkened balls when daylight fades
Then glide to greet the friendly shades
White pumpkins grin. Oh, fearsome
sight!
Beware the ghosties dance tonight!

OF SELECTED POTATOES

TWO CARLOAD

THE

1

JUST RECEIVED

who was seriously bitten by a rattlesnake on Saturday the 2"d, is vers
low. The parents have been doing all
they could for the boy." Silver City

Co.

Enterprise.
East Vaughn Has Another Fire
East Vaughn, Guadalupe county, experienced another fire last week, the
office and feed store of Gaiiington
Brothers and a portion of the roof on
the office of Justice Ball were destroy-

No. 40.

three-day-ol-

i

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL
CASH PURCHASES
WITH

JUST RECEIVED
PJewLine Fancy Table Reading Lamps

j

.....

Sterling Silver and Brass Kovolties

CATARRH

Always Soft

A SPECIFIC BLOOD IMPURITY
d
blood disCatarrh is a
ease, one which no amount of local
treatment will ever permanently cure.
The beneficial effects of washes,
sprays, inhalations, etc., are only
temporary, and when left off the old
condition returns, because the blood
i3 infected with catarrhal matter and
This impure condition
impurities.
of the circulation irritates and inflames the delicate mucous membranes and tissues and produces the
well known symptoms of ringing
noises in the head and ears, mucus in
the throat, headaches, watery eyes,
partial deafness, sore throat, general
impairment of health, etc. This condition will remain, growing worse as
long as the catarrhal matter is allowed to remain in the blood. Being
a specific Mood impurity, there is only
one way to cure Catarrh, and that is
to purify the blood. Nothing equals
It attacks
S. S. S. for this purpose.
the disease at its head in the circulation and by thoroughly renovating
the blood and
cleansing it of all
impurea mattei,
makes
permanent and lasting
cure of the disease.
For fort'
years S. S. S. has
been recognized
as the best blood
jurifier, and the thousands of cases of
Catarrh it has cured is proof that it is
he very medicine needed by those
who suffer with this trouble. Book on
Catarrrh and anv medical advice free.
deep-seate-

and

ed.
Midwife Blamed for Child's Death
A coroner's Jury at Albuquerque, blamed Candelaria Zamora. a midwife who
has no license, for the death from
hemorrhage of Maria Krancisco Perez,
the
daughter o'f Mr. and
Mrs. Vicente Perez.
With the mirror holding high
HeBlamed Drink A seventeen year
A dance gaze with steady eye;
old youth, John Smith, alias George
Observe above your shoulder peer
Roberts, was arrested at Albuquerque
Th" one you'll wed within the year, for attempting criminal assault on
Ana later, in a fateful game,
pretty Zelia Sincomb. The accused
An apple peel will spell the name
said he was drinking at tne time and
Of one you love. But read aright!
does not remember what occurred.
The spooks are out
care!
Sheep Moved to Quemado According to the Magdalena News, Quemado,
Socorro county, will be the headquarti.u.t Love and Youth go hand in hand
ers in the future of the stock interests
land
into Laughter
Twelve thousand
H. 0. Bursum.
of
Where spells are thrown from tender
removed rrom
week
were
last
sheep
eyes
the ranges in eastern Socorro county
rise.
Visions that in their glances
near ITansonburg to Quemado.
Are happy sweethearts' fireside dream
Fire Bug at Estancia Gunnisacks,
all
and
With hope
gladness
with coal oil, were discov-ere- l
saturated
taken
flight!
Goblin and ghost have
under the room occupied
blaz.ng
The fairies are abroad tonight!
by Rev. Randolph Carver in the house
Kstancia. By
Mrs. J. P. of Charles Howell at
Died at Miners' Hospital
floor and pouring
the
open
chopping
Gordon died at the Miners" Hospital water into the
opening a serious fire
at Raton from the effects of an op- was
prevented.
eration for cancer.
Held for Larceny Charles Mautn
Manuel
Arrested for Embezzlement
and
Gus Rosen arrested at Springer
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta, Ga.
n
woo nrrpstfirt at Bisbee,
t
have been placed under
larceny
on
ui
tne
cnarge
Arizona,
the
$300 bail for appearance before
postoffice funds in Mexico.
Portland, and arrived there on the
next grand jury. They could not
AnInsane.
Died at Hospital for
bond and will have to languish 14th instant. Mr. Wolff died the next
drew K. Dale, aged SO years, of Ros in Jail until tne nexr. granu jury day. The remains were taken to Lulling, where they were buried in the
well, died at the New Mexico asylum m(jetg
for the insane at Las Vegas.
Bjg Reservojr Completed The El fewish cemetery under the auspices
Contracted for 18,000 Head of Sheep j)aso an(1 gouthwestern Railroad Com- - of the Knights of Pythias lodge."
So- at Socorro Chieftain.
J. Ti. Robertson, of Magdalena,
((jmjr nas comi,ietoci a reservoir
for
contracted
lS,0O0jpiu(a(la
corro county, has
Guadalupe county, that will
Pushing Work on Engle Dam Sechead of sheep at Springerville, Ariz. illola jou.000,000 gallons. Its depth is retary of the Inferior Richard A.
Peanuts Several hundred bushels, jn feet but jt ;s t0 be increased to Ballinger has authorized the construcSum-jo-- ,
fcet which will increase the capa-ne- r tion of the Elephant Butte dam by
of peanuts were raised at Fort
this vear demonstrating that the city 431,000,000 gallons. The reser force account, according to a telegram
Pecos voir will conserve ilood waters.
received from Supervising Engineer
goobers are a sure crop in the
Typhoid Fever and Scarlet Fever in 1,. C. Hill, stationed at .Pueblo. Colo.,
valley.
A twenty McKirrley
County Two more cases addressed to W. M. Reed district enBoxing Contest at Gallup
in El Paso.
round boxing contest will take place of scarlet fever and several more gineer, with headquarters
Reed Immediately telephoned to
Mr.
are
Richard
fever
of
casse
reported
between
typhoid
at Gallup tonight
ma.
from Gallup, three cases of the latter the damsite to begin getting the
Givens and .Tohn Kaiser of Fort
to
the
order
in
terial
push
Wilson.
of
F.
together
U
occuring in the family
work to completion. Mr. Reed stated
Killed By Fall From Horse Peter Charles Graves is ill with typhoid
that he could not
Hug-ginfever at Fort Wingate and a case is Saturday" morning
Huggins, oldest son of Andrew
soon the project could be
how
say
county,
Zuni.
Socorro
also reported at
died at Frisco,
finished, remarking: "In order to say
from injuries caused by a fall from his
Joy Ride of Cat Ends in Death
how soon it could be finished, I would
At San Marcial. a pet gray cat, took
horse.
have to know how much water there
D. a
Arrested
at
the
wheel
a
Milkman
of
fly
inside
nap
Albuquerque
was Southwestern Milling and Electric is going to be in the Rio Grande for
Coppi, an Albuquerque milkman,
several years and what the weather
arrested at Albuquerque on the charge Company's plant. After the machinery conditions are to be."
that his dairy is in unsanitary condi- started for the night, the engineer
heard the cat meowing and tore up
tion.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
feline.
A Brief
Honeymoon Mrs. E. P. part of the floor to locate the
Connection made with Automobile
Goodwin of Mora county, has filed suit Next morning she was found dead in
f for divorce, alleging that her husband the flywheel having had a joy ride all ine at Vaughn for Roswell. daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roshours after night.
abandoned her forty-eigh- t
Comwell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Rob
Died
From
Engine
Drinking
the wedding.
aged 42 vell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaven
rhrn.rf with Stealinq Sheep Ju- - pound Napoleon Calderon,
Roswell Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
lian and Lucio Perea were arrested at years and unmarried, died at
on
fa. kin u a Onnif OI water
r.
i
uiai and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
from
.
Cot, Mlmiel rnnntv.
1 ItMHeillliia,
ih eharire of stealing sheep. Lucio carried a solution of the chemical fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
compound that is used by the Santa Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
made his escape.
of Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
Killed Rattle Snake in Snow Storm Fe railroad to prevent the forming
killed a a sediment in the flues of their engine
week
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
last
Bradriek
Harry
a disastrous
had
drink
The
boilers.
at
storm
snow
a
rattlesnake during
effect on the man's stomach and bow
If you want anything on earth try
Wagon Mound last week. The snake
els and he passed away after much i New Mexican Want Ad.
had four rattlers.
Fire Near Estancia- The four room suffering.
An Interesting Article on New Mexdwelling house of Martin Drake, nineIn the November number ot the
ico
was
completemiles west of Estancia,
Coast Magazine, wnicn nas jusi
Lttdlvst Auk your i'riijpo;iNt rnr A
ly destroyed by fire last week. The West
Diamond It run 4 V)
been received, appears an aruc.e
IMIU in lied and tioid nietallicV
insurance was only $100.
bones, seated with Hlue Ribbon. V
wew
a
Mexico
"New
coal
oiaie,
At
the
titled
Coal
of
no
other.
Fall
Take
Hoy of your v
Killed By
fl
NruptrtHt. Ak fori ll M'lIKS-TElmis arucie
lIAMONI U'.M FILLS, for Uft
camp of Brilliant, Colfax county, by Arthur it. irlinton.
as Best, Safest, Always Keliahl
known
years
all
residents
to
of
killed
was
interest
by should be
Michael Yert, a miner,
SOLD BY DP'JGfilST'S f.VFRYWHERI:
a fall of. coal. He was 25 years of of this state as it deals with a sub
sur
of
to
all
children
five
and
people
interest
of
wife
vital
a
and
ject
age
New Mexico. Mr. Hinton was tor a
vive.
at
Estancia.
Marriaae Licenses
long time a resident of this state and
Marriage licenses have been Issued ata consequently shows a thorough knowlBesides
the
here.
Estancia to Pedro Serna ana
conditions
of
edge
Serna, both of Manzano and article has a literary quality, due to
Alice
Ida
and
Whitlow
Richard Leroy
his long experience in the field of let-- j
Pollard of Estancia.
jterg ,hich should make it interest-- i
vanui.
Reservoir in ua
evprhnriv
on a:
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For real comfort, slip into a union suit
White Cat Underwear. The soft-

of

ness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label.
Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

ITE CAT

Underwear
FOR MEN
are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.
N

BRS CO.

SELIGMAN

nuuri.o

fur-inis- h

Fill! Line
Cone

rill

Goods

and See one of the
Finest Displays in the West.

S. SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
WBSB1H&S5UH

MSrara8nifiSEI!J,Kim'
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HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT
Is the kind you get

mm

heater that will
burn less fuel and
radiate more hpat
than any other make

Win-gate-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

OK WORK

it VERY DESCRIPTION

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and bides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

PHON R
BLACK

ve0

SANTA FE, N. M,

1

17
1Q

CANON
ROAD

w

lmm

mulligan k

mm

i
i

DAY & NK4HT

PHONE
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FRAminG TASTeFUUV

PICTURE
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Phoue If
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No,

DONE

SATISFACTORILY

WHOLESALE

AfsD RETAIL

45

SKSr Prop

ZSm,s

' rrCl Z Z Des Moines, Union county, while cut-- :
em.
:
a tnousana acrea ui iauu.
ting wood on Sierra Grant stooped and
will be of stone and concrete.
- .
Analn --at- a revolver he had in his hip pocket!
biL-- fl
ocanei
Mon(,iiv disare
thirteen
There
Albuquerque
his chest
the
piercing
charged,
ljullet
cases of scarlet fever at Albuquerque
The bullet was
Tribune-Citizen- . just above the heart.
according to the Albuquerque
but the
Ten houses have been quar- removed in an operation
wounded man is in a critical condition.
antined.
Mrs. Fran-- j
Death at Albuquerque
Dying of Rattlesnake Bite "Harry
cesquita Saracena de Chaves, fortyMrs.
of
son
Gillespie,
the
young
Long,
Cha-of
Francisco
wife
eight years old,
ves, a respected citizen of Old Albu-- !
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
querque, died at the family home at!
Lucas Qounty. ss.
Mrs. Cha- 12 o'clock Saturday night.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ves had been ill for more than a year
lie is senior partner of the firm of and her death was not unexpected.
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business She is survived by a husband, two
in the City of Toledo, County and boys and two girls, as well as other
State aforesaid, and that said firm relatives. The funeral was held from
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED the Church of San Felipe in Old AM
DOLLARS for each and every case of buquerque at 9 o'clock this morning.
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the Interment was made in Santa Bar-use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
bara cemetery.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sad Death of Joseph Wolff "The
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
welk
in my presence, this 6th day of Deployed by Loewensteln Brothers, here:
cember, A. D., 1880.
aHmo ncn mvsterionslv
A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public. disappeared from his place of business
(Seal)
lo- Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- in Lulling, Texas, had at last been a
While In
in
cated
Portland.
Oregon.
blood
on
the
acts
and
directly
ally,
and mucous surfaces of the system. demented condition he had tried to
borrow money on a life insurance polSend for testimonials free.
by the
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. icy and was taken in charge brother-in-laauthorities. A brother and a
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
of his were notified of his conTake Hall's Family Pills for
dition. They Immediately started for
1

satisfaction assured
ni irtn
rlHSI bLAbb CORRICK'S HACK LINE
HACK SERVICE
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Buggies and Saddle Bowes

1

j
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Right Prices
Right Coods
Right Servlo
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

WATCHES
Eyas Tests

LET US

and

Rite by Bp-tData Mtthodt

JEWELRY
Cut Glass, China and Silverware

SANTA FE, N. M.

345 San Fraiwlwo St.

DO

Lump

CERRILLCS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbicg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliDg.

;

rc. w,.,

FOOD.

PHONE
BLACK

rrnnr

Weed

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

MONTEZUMA AVENUK
Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Telephone

St tan Coal.

Telephone 85

85

.

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA FE

LEO HERSCH

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

SHOE SHOP

Sole Agents For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

Sfc45

We have it.

?

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

WSSSSS

it's Hardware

;

PALAOJL
AVK

POTATOES and
SALT,

Rclail

d

Come in and let us point out to ycu the
superiorty of the Coles.

NICK YANNI'S

&

a'

ccal or

CHICHESTER S PILLS
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Whohsaie
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-
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Funeral Directors &
Licansed Embalmers
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on the market- -

Our line is com posed f
(Coles Hot Biaft) which
wood equally well.
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f you buy from us,
You wi 1 also get a
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s
Men's
(nailed) Ladies' half soles - - - Rubber heels
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.
half-sole-

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works

75c
50c
50c

CLAN

ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUARANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN- TEQUIPMENT COURTEODS TREATMENT- Gentlemen's Hats Made New.

KERR'S

Phone
Red 132

PLAZA BARBERSHOP:

East Side

i3 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

JFor

OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
is suaranteed to cure, (not only

17

Fine Rigs,

relieve, D iadruff, lalling hair &
other SCHlp irritatiocs. We also
car ry a C Jiuplete 'ine of all the
p0pUlar hair acd facial tonics.
HERPIC1DE, DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

.

j

Phone us. wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on onMonaaye anaandluesaays,
B'ridaya
and deliver
Thursdays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you eihirts. without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. I HONE RED m.

If you havea prescription to be filled get it to our store by
ana
any manner or means, bring it, or send it, or pnone filled
we shall call for it. The reason is that prescriptions

here are filled absolutely right. We have the drugs and
knowledge, and when we put our seal on a bottle the contents of the bottle are right.

liable Hcrses, Single

Call up

F.TCH

BATHS

R

Ii

Buggies, Sun ies, Sad jie Horses

i

j

0. 0. SrtAWGO, Propietor

'Phone 8

When in Need of Anything in the
Lively Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

RIGHT.

i

Den Gaspar Avenue

ZOOK 'S

CHAS. CLOSSON

PHARMACY
PHONE 213
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Messrs. Webb, Keegan, Franklin and when it would make its report, or
WILDEST AND WEIRDEST
the character of it
CONGLOMERATION. Toyrea.
j
New Mexico Military Institute
A Monster Petition.
There had been some misunderHealth is Worth Saving, and Some
That is What an Arizona Paper Calls standing as to the time of the hear
It was opportune that on this day
Santa Fe People Know How
Palace,
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
1
the Initiative and Referendum
i
to Save It
E. V. Ormsby, East Las Vegas; K. 2
ing which began at halt past tw'0 there should be received a Detition
"Th West Point of the Southwest."
Phoenix.
at
of
o'clock
instead
half past three. 0u the subject of prohibition
Proposition
from W. Bartram, Itoston; Miss E. M.
Army Officers Detailed by War Depsrtmecl
(Arizona Republican, Saturday Octothere were few audi-- the V. C. T. V. It was offered in er, Denting; A. Mennett, Sr., Las Ve- Many Santa Fe people take their
Army Inspctor RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ber
29.)
u
uune
me
tors
iu
uie
oi
m
he
ihe
A.
and'ir.is.Tames
siner
morniuE
convention
Turnbull. Omaha;
lives in their hands by neglecting the
"A."
Another weary convention week is scheduled
were present was as follows:
speakers
Weeler. New York; It. C. Jackson,
kldneyg when they know these organs
is
but
there
end
its
was
promise
the
called
when
to
committee
nearing
Through Academic course, preparing young
R.
Kansas
William
To
of
the
the
Hill,
need help. Sick kidneys are responsi- of
Representatives
People Farmington;
the beginning of activity, not to older and the prohibition proposition! of
men for college or for buDess life. Great
and
Con-in
!
li.
amount
of
Constitutional
Arizona
ble for a vast
suffering
City; 0. uoppunrath, Pueblo, Colo.;
say positive
excitement, beginning was read by Secretary Webb of the vention Assembled:
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
CalkinB, Forest service; Mrs. Wil- ill health, but there Is no need to suf- with next
at the committee.
Tuesday
Monday
Tf any Military School Id ibe Union. Located
H.
W.
Rosenthal
Las
M.
GenUemen
fer nor to remain in danger when all latest.
the
Vegas;
Knowing
open
After some delay, Rev. Mr. Creel loon to be
on the beautiful Pecoi Valley the garden
Charles 15.
the curse of thousands of j Andrews, Albuquerque;
diseases and aches and pains due to
yester- ol'
The legislature committee
one
not
of
the
Tempe,
though
and
can
be quickly
perour sisters, bringing shame and mis- - Kehrman, St. Louis; A. L. Sailors, 1
pot of the West it ao e'evavloc of 1,700
weak kidneys
of
form
on
the
afternoon
agreed
day
was asked to address the
feet abone sea level, sunshine everv day. but
to them, and knowing Kansas City; A. J. A. Bodenhausen,
and
ery
poverty
manently cured by the use of Doan's an initiative and referendum proposi- speakers
committee and he did so briefly, dis Uso
saloon is the cause O. S. Bodenhausen, St. Joseph, Mo.
Utie rain or socw during tesslon.
that the
Kidney Pills. Here is a Santa Fe tion. That is, there was a formal
4-- 1
i
cerns i.te y.oyoBuiou so.etj irom ,hree.follrtnsopenof the crime .insanity
recommendation.
Eleven Officers. acd Instructors, alt graducitizen's
Claire.
agreement to report the proposition im ri:uiiutii li" Blue aim
lv--lif':.;
uiiug I. nz and poverty in our territory, and J. M. Bride, Cerrillos; W. E. Rulen,
Ten
ates from stardard eastern colleges
Hyman Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe St., t0Qayi though there had been an actual right of the people to be heard.
of
r
knowing that the awful danger of; flmiitiQ- Tif.v
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I can recom- - agreement as to the excellence
P
Vit :i twin
furnKhed, heated, light
thoroughly
buildings,
was
When
he
had
it
concluded,
drunkenness .threatens our children M,M jenny' Snmh, Kansas
mend Doan's Kidney Pills, as they tne measure. It had been threshed
ed and modern lr all respects.
City.
have been used by myself and other over so ong an(i there had been so suggested that the woman suffrage B0 iong as the open saloon is allowed Frank McPike,
Memphis, Tenn.; F. W.
t REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
be
Miss
taken
up.
Gregg
proposition
and
in
exist
ito
Arizona;
members of the family with splendid many points of difference that it
El Paso; G. O. McPharland,
Uamllfou. Vice Precirieiii: J. Phelps White,
Martinez,
was
ti,
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but
it
later
in
the
,
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Tesults. The, value of Doan's Kidney seemed impossible to bring the mem-Being convinced that little relief St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Brown,
W. M Atl"nuD Secretary, and W
did
understood
the
Treasurer;
that
suffragists
will be afforded if the matter is left
Pills for relieving pain in the back i)ers to the same way of thinking and not
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A Flnlay
Roy; C. B. Stubblefieid. Las Vegas;
a
desire
hearing.
'
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other
the
'
and the
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it
kidney
legislature
s
D. W. Howell, Estancia; Mrs. J. M.
of an hour
taken for
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For particulars an1
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tion into the convention and see what
notoriously unscrupulous character of
course
which
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Iioyne City, Mich.; J. CalTompkins,
Superintend.adress
the saloon business and its influence
Price 50 came out of the wash.
, For sale by all dealers.
ent Burke of the
lahan, Denver; D. C. Howell, EstanLeague with legislaturesCOL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
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' VVasmng,onSuperintendent.
Therefore, We. the women of Art- - cla; W.
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F. Rochester, Dr.
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that anybody
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whole
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other.
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Mr. Burke arranged :you 't0 incorporate in the constitution. V. Biggs, Moffat, Colo.; C. B. Stub-thOf all the initiative and referendum the other side.
speaking campaign for the prop-a- s
measures that have ever been adopt- presented to the people an article blefield. Las Vegas; D. McDonald,
If you want anything on earth try ed or pr0p08ed, this proposition
and introduced Dr. John Wix forbidding the manufacture and sale buquerque; A. C. Voorhees, Raton; H.
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6 NeW
e'can Want Ad'
said to be the wildest and weirdest Thomas who spoke briefly urging the0f intoxicating liquors in the state of ;E. Bear. Chicago; J. J. Aragon. Las
"-It contemplates the propriety of referring this matter to Arizona.
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conglomeration.
it was from the women of Arizona
nearest approach to a true democ- the voters. He was followed by C.
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try, gaining momentum as it pro- original petition formed a great roll,
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In one point, representative govern- ceeded.
Perfecto Valdez, Lyden; Carl
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ment is entirely disregarded in the
Niels Topp, Denver; S. F. Byrd,
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Occidental Fire Insurance Company
Home Office? Alb

New

1V1

Duly and Regularly Incorporated in Strict Accordance With the Laws of New Mexico
shown by the Accompanying Certificate from Jacobo Chavez, Insurance Commissioner.
JACOBO CHAVEZ
Superintendent of Insurance.

We, ths undersigned, having duly incorporated the above company, desire to notify
and p
the Insuring Public in general, and our fr'ends, stock-holdeof the
OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, in particular, as to the following facts;
INSURANCE COMPANY, which
1. We are incorporating the OCCIDENTAL
will hava a paid up capital of $200,000.00 and a tike amount as surplus and which will
commence active business on or about January 1st, 1911.
2. The company will be organized, and the business maintained, by the officers
aud men who had charge of, and made such a success of the OCCIDENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, during the past four years.
3. , The businesss will he developed conservatively, economically and to the best of
'
ability and judgment.
4. No promotion stock will be given to anybody, zX all, and the expenses of organi
zation will be kept down to an absolute minimum.
ilicy-ho'de-

rs

1

Occidental Lif,?,

SOLOMON LUNA,
Vice-Presiden-

J,

SEND FOR PROSPECTUS

H

t

Deputy.

rs

M. W FLOURNOY,
Vice-Preside-

Mm.

P. M. A. LIENAU

OcciJt-nta- l

Life

O'RIELLY,
Sec'y aud Gen, Mgr Occidental Life

GEORGE ROSLINGTON,
Actuary Comptroller Occidental Life
A. B McMILLEN,
,
General Council Occidental Life ,

TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO

This is to certify that J. H.
Millen, having complied with the
authorized to open books for the
and places as to them may seem

INSURANCE

DEPARTMENT

Santa Fe, N. M.. Aue
O'Rielly, George Koslington, M. W. Flournoy, Solomon Luna and A
b
act under which a Fire Insurance Company can be
incorporated are
subscription of stock of the Occidental Fire Insurance ComDany at such tmZ
convenient and proper.

L

(Signed)

JACOBO CHAVEZ.

Superintendent of Insurance.
We have over three hundred stockholders now, representing the leading citizens of New
Mexico Arizona and
Texas, the following list of which reside in Santa Fe. If you are interested and wish to learn
something about
the profits to a stockholder in a Fire Insurance Company, send for our prospectus:

List of Santa Fe Stockholders.
Mills, Gov. W. J.
Walter, P. A. F.
Davles, E. P.
Seligman Bros.
Owen, Frank.
March, Jno. W.
DeArcy, E. J.
Palen, R. J.
Sargent, W. G.
Renehan, A. B.
Fornoff, Fred.
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THE GRANDFATHER CLAUSE, j
Demo-Not one of the Jwenty-niucrats found it in his heart to deny
during the great debate last Thurs- day the charge flung at them, that
wherever Democrats have had the
power, from Arizona to Mississippi,
they have disfranchised citizens for
political purposes.
They knew it to
t.
be true. Even the Democratic
Louis Times says:
"Oklahoma, which seems bent upon
following, consistently, a course which
cannot be approved by other Common-wealths, has added one more note to
the discord of noise? which have
shocked the ears of the rest of the
country.
"The 'Grandfather Kleciion Clause'
of the state constitution has been upheld by the state supreme court, and
that body has gone to needless pains
to prove the constitutionality of the
clause, and to maintain that it is not
in discrimination against the negro
race, but is meant to apply equally to
all men whose ancestors have lacked
education.
"There needs only the plainest re
petition of the provisions of the clause
in question to indicate just what it is
that the supreme court of Oklahoma
The
has declared
constitutional.
clause puts restrictions upon 'all vot
ers or descendants of voters who did
not have or exercise their rights of
suffrage in 1X6(1.'
"The words, 'or exercise,' are plain-ly meant to remove some part of the
sting of the clause as a whole, but the
result of the enactment is class dis- crimination of the most flagrant kind,
and cannot seriously be considered in
'
'
any other light.
"It would be very hard for the su-preme court of Oklahoma, or for any
individual sufficiently oblique to-'- un- dertake such a task, to show what
special significance the year 1S66 has,
except as it bears upon a race who
were emancipated just prior to that
year.
"The effect of the new law in Oklahoma is that one illiterate man may
vote, while another illiterate man may
not.
"And the reason for this species of
discrimination must be sought from a
species of politicians who will work
the same ends in Oklahoma, given the
opportunity, that they have worked in
other states. And the politicians capable of such work are precisely the
factors which civic decency and moral
progress everywhere are trying to
oust."

JOHN

K. STAUFTER.

Fe PostolSce.

Daily, six months by mail

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Oally per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per monY by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.50

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
.50
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THE FIGHT HAS JUST BEGUN, 'are available, from which the new
Those who recognize the danger to state will soon select the best lands to
acres lor the
the extent of S,000,000
:
American institutions and the repuu-j public
schools, institutions and the
iniof
in
the
lican form
government
pavment of the Sauta Fe and Orant
tiative must not lull themselves to county
Kvcn if
railroad bonds
sleep wuh the fond idea that the every acre tnat r(.,miins we,e suitable
snake has been scotched for all times, j for clliv!11ion wllich it is I10t- twenty
The growth and extension of social-- ; yearg at tbe mosj wi1 gee every a.re
ism is one of the signs or tne Utiles of available pulilitj land in New Mex-anthe great conflict of the future ipo in ,.jVate ()r sta1e. ownership .This
will be between the socialistic forces js one ot the misons for haste on the
ana those wtio neiieve in personal
of N... v,,xj,.0 to come in as a
erty and individualism. That the ini- state, so that it may have an opportutiative is intended to disfranchise the nity lo select its lands while (here are
poor and those who are not high- any lands worth'while remaining, and
brows, is brazenly proclaimed by the also a reason for not tying up the state
Referendum News in its latest issue, lands in such a manner as to prevent
and that it is right may be gauged settlement and improvement of those
from the follow in;; proposition, which lands by bona fide settlers.
might puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer
Curry county has the least public
and which the voters of Podunk and domain within its borders and its
to
asked
are
pass
Squashville, Oregon,
growth from homeseekers must thereupon on November S:
fore cease within the near future.
"Providing for affirmance of judg- Roosevelt county is the next lowest,
ment on appeal notwithstanding error
but has twice the area of public docommitted in lower court, directing
main of Curry, while Bernalillo county
supreme court to enter such judgment stands third from the bottom in that
as should have been entered in lower matter. Socorro
county leads, with a
court."
domain eleven times as great
public
No wonder, that even the New Mexin extent as that of
quay ana
ico Democratic
constitutional dele Roosevelt counties Curry,
taken together,
gates repudiated the Oregon initiative and exceeding in area the states of
after the Republicans
taught them Delaware and Rhode Island taken towhat it is.
gether. Here is the way the twenty-siFortunately, the constitutionality
counties rank in the extent of
of the direct legislation under the fedtheir public domain:
eral constitution will he submitted to
5,295,51.19 acres
the supreme court of the United Socorro .
.
3,711,507 acres
.
Chaves
becase
States the coming winter, the
acres
;l,17S,!21
.
Kddy
ing that of the Pacific Coast Telegraph
2,917,144 acres
and Telephone Company against the Grant .
2,271 .2:12 acres
state of Oregon. The state of Oregon, Otero
2,0(iS,!SS4 acres
.
Ana
Dona
through the initiative, enacted a law
1,879,180 acres
Juan .
placing a tax upon the gross re- San
THE GREAT ADMITTER.
l.SCiS, 037 acres
Lincoln . .
of
com
and
telephone
ceipts
telegraph
The Great Tribune," of the minoracres
1,007,039
...
Luna
panies within the state. The company
added another laurel, or rath1,200,176 acres ity has
referred to, refusing to pay this tax, Union . . .
and he should be known
er
title,
acres
1,201,640
was sued by the state of Oregon. It Rio Arriba
as "The Great Admitter."
henceforth
1,208,379 acres
was contended, both before the lower Guadalupe .
He
admitted
during the past four
1,191.680 acres
court and the supreme court of Ore- Valencia .
weeks that he had been unable to disacres
1,184.590
.
cover any corrupting influence in the
gon, that the law was unconstitutional Torrance
1,104,223 acres
.
constitutional convention.
in that legislative duties were at- Sierra
830,960 acres
...
He admitted that he did not charge
tempted to be performed by the whole Taos
6 1,8,850 acres
San Miguel
any corrupting influences.
body of the people instead of by a seacres
538,720
He admitted that he had been relected legislature, as contemplated, ac- Sandoval .
607,520 acres tained by corporations, had been paid
.
cording to the contentions of the com- McKinley
341,880 acres a big fee by a railroad company and
Colfax . ..
pany by the federal constitution.
300,556 acres would like to receive such a fee every
...
.
Quay
Times
Denver
Democratic
The
303,020 acres week.
...
Mora
points out some of the dangers of the
220.880 acres
He admitted a conference with W.
Santa Fe .
initiative when it says:
203, S20 acres A. Hawkins and A. B. Fall at Albu.
Bernalillo
bal'direct
"The latest
legislation'
113,570 acres querque, regarding the Sacramento
lot to be voted upon by the voters of Roosevelt .
59.708 acres timber lands while he was delegate
.
.
South Dakota, is over five feet long. Curry
and national comto Congress-elecIt contains something more than twenmitteeman.
AFRAID.
ARE
PEOPLE
It deals with WHY THE
ty thousand words.
He admitted that he was misinformmatters that no intelligent citizen
Those who last week in the consti- ed regarding the effort, he had chargcould appreciate and understand with- tutional convention followed the re- ed had been made, to validate the mio
out a legal training and the enlighten- sume by Delegates T. B. Catron,
litia warrants.
Romero. R. Holloman and othment of free discussion in some repreHe has eaten his charges so often
sentative assembly. The statutes con- ers of the misdeeds of the Democratic
in open convention that his refreshing
has
tained in the ballot must be voted no- party wherever and whenever init
candor has become a feature of the
on as they stand; there is no oppor- been in power and especially
gathering and his Democratic comnathe
that
wonder
need not
peers tremble every time he gets up
tunity for qtial fication or amendment.
no
of it, have
to make a speech. One of them has
And we submit that no administrate tive people are afraid
not put it in power, been mean
enough to suggest telling
laws can be made in that way. Also, use for it, will
be like the villain told him the fable of the
parrot who found
we said in the beginning that this bal- even though it
himself caught in a snare.
lot has to be 'voted upon by voters' be- of by Success Magazine:
And yet. the New Mexican still con"In the first act, he tied the beaucause that fact indicates one of the
to a railroad track just fesses a liking for "The Great Tribheroine
tiful
we
are
what
to
call
grave objections
limited was due. In the sec- une," despite his faults and mistakes.
ing by the pretty and meaningless as the
lured her into an old house, He has merely demonstrated that
he
ond,
name of 'direct legislation.' In every
in an upper room and set good and great men, when, warped
vote recorded in those states where locked her on
fire. In the third, he with political prejudice, can be as unthe
place
initia-to
the
j
operate
they are trying
under a buzz saw and set just and as bigoted, as a common, igher
strapped
five and referendum only a moiety of
the machinery in motion. In the norant ward heeler.
the people eligibile to vote have voted;
fourth, he tore the planking out of the
the measures carried represented, not Brooklyn bridge, so that her automoOf the eight states and territories,
'.he majority of opinion, but the mibile plunged through to the raging whose census figures have been annority of opinion, and the rule of the flood below.
nounced. New Mexico shows the greatminoriiy is opposed to all the princi"In the fifth act he started to make est per cent of increase the past ten
ples of free government. However, in- love to her. She shrank from him.
years. Outside of Arizona, not one of
f
capable or corrupt a legislature may
" 'Why do your fear me, Nellie?' he the states thus far shows even
be, its members know that, in a final asked.
per cent of increase credited to
New Mexico. Next, to New Mexico,
way, they are a representative body;
Arizona
they will be, sooner or later, amenfires are often caused says the Philadelphia Press,
Destructive
able to, not only the men who elected
makes a very respectable showing in
amusement
by
who
seek
children
by
them, but general, public opinion; and playing with matches. Human wis- the new census with a population of
it is the quality of representative gov- dom seems to be a thing of slow 204,354, an increase of 66 per cent in
ernment that it is the implement of growth, but the sum total of experi- ten years. This is not quite as good
all the people, and not some of the ence should have taught the lesson, as New Mexico, but it will make Aripeople. We know that many legisla- by this time, that matches are dan-- j zona as a state rank above Delaware,
tors are venal; we know that many gerous playthings for children. Boysj whose population, recently announced
of them accept privileges that they of 8 and 3 cannot be expected to have is a very little less. Idaho, Nevada,
should renounce; but the way to very sound judgment, and it is not and Wyoming had smaller populations
amend that condition is by electing likely that they can have any realiza-- ten years ago than Arizona has now.
better and honest men and not by de- tion of the value of property which- Their population by this census hasa
care- not yet been announced, but it is
stroying an institution which has de- they endanger by a species of
to safe guess that Arizona will enter the
veloped from the experience of five lessness which always has appealed
with a population
exceeding
hundred years of parliamentary free- all children. But older heads should unionof at least three
of the older comthat
of
the
children
for
do
the
thinking
dom. In Oregon today and in Switzmay monwealths."
erland from whence the idea has been age mentioned, and the time as
And yet, Arizona increased more
a
be admitted
borrowed 'direct legislation' is the come when U willshould be as careful- than 50,000 people less than did New
that matches
Implement of active minorities; and it fact
from irresponsible fingers Mexico since 1900.
will be the implement of active minor- ly guarded
as
dangerous weapons and poisonous
ities in Colorado if the Voters mortise
The plea for the short ballot made
drugs.
state
of
onto
this
the constitution
it
on another page by Attorney General
next month. That danger should be
should receive the
Just at the time when the Demo- Frank W. Clancy
of
clearly apprehended."
crats are complaining about the ex- earnest attention of every member
constitutional
the
and
convention,
the
administration,
of
the Taft
travagance
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN.
General Hitchcock makes people. Next to a frequency and mulAbout one half of the area of New Postmaster announcement that the detiplicity of elections, the long ballot
the modest
Mexico is still public domain, that is,
ficit in his department has been re- with thirty and more candidates on it,
subject to entry under the federal land duced by $11,500,000. The deficit, the is the bane of the day and at the bot- laws. On July 1, to be exact, 36,454,-C9In torn of the great corruption among so
previous year was $17,500,000 and
acres were still subject to the six one year has been reduced to ?t,uuu,-000- . many elective officials.
federal land offices of New Mexico.
"This tremendous saving," says
But a few years ago, the public do- the postmaster general, "was without
One is no older than one believes
main had an area of 24,000,000 acres curtailment of the postal facilities in himself to be, the probate clerk of San
more, but of that 12,000,000 acres have any direction. Qn the contrary there Miguel county must have thought yesbeen withdrawn since for national for- were many extensions." That shows terday when he issued at the same
ests, coal lands or water power sites. what business like methods will ac- time a marriage license to a woman
Another 5,000,000 acres have been se- complish.
aged 69 and a girl aged 16 years.
lected by the Territory for school and
institutional lands. The remaining
There are some people simple
Every day the Associated Press
7,000,000 acres were taken by home- tells papers all over the country what enough to believe that It is more difsteaders.
the constitutional convention is doing ficult to buy a judge than it is to buy
Of the public domain, 12,877,700 at Santa Fe. It is good advertising for a governor, and that the people would
Acres still remain to be surveyed go the capital which should follow it up elect more. Incorruptible men to be
that for the present 23,570,992 acres with an energetic publicity campaign JudgeB than they do to be governors.
!
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H. H. 1 OR MAN,

Acting Master

.

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended

Certificate,

'
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2

Assistant

tastier

I itiiDual link

OF SA?3TA FE.
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The Oldest Sinking institution in
Kttw Mexioe. Established in 1379

2

K. McCORD.

2

2

2

4

M.i-on- lc

4

2

4

4

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

--

transacts general banking business in ill its branches.
Loans monej- on the most favorable terms on all kiiids of
and
personal and collateral! security. Buys and sells
stocks in all markets for its customera. Buys anJ ,el!t
domestic and foriijii exclude an J aiakas teSerap'.tic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world en as libera' terms
as are given by any inoiev transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on ix months' er years time. Liberal
advances made on consignments tf livestock ani products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
aid aim. to extend to them as liberal treatment in all resp.-cts- ,
as is consistent with safety and the principles ot sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of tbe
public is respecfully solicited
-tKru
jxn nan

!.

2

2

2

2

the

PALACE HOIE!- -

2

2

2
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W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best

Hotels

Cuisine &cd
Table Service
UDex

in

the West

Large Satnplei
Room for Commercial Travelers
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

4
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4

4

Hot
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2
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sheet.
chers,
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
of
Certificate
of apportionment
sheet.
School Funds,
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
District Clerks' Annual Report,
4

4

....

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

CATRON

Attorneys and
Office:

Santa Fe,

-

&

New Mexlcc

&

Land Office Blanks.
Homestead Entry,
Affidavit,

Mexico

Chas. R. Easley,
Estancia.
EASLEY,

Attorneys-at-La-

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

and Su
Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexlce
danta Fe,
Practice 'n the District

....

iiieme

-

Fire pro f

4

G. W. PRICHARD

Rooms 11.00 to $2 00 per day.
Meals 50 cents nrd vp.

European plan.

sheet

2

Non-Miner-

Chas. F. Easley,
Santa Fe.
EASLEY

renovated and neatly furnished.
Every room steam heattd.

Completely

sheet.

Catron Block
New

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT-

4

CATRON

-

2

4

Counsellors-at-La-

-

Santa Fe, New Mexico

sheet.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea

LAW

PAUL A. F. WALTER

.

t

B. HAD, Cashiei.

mn mm,

First

4

4

j

i.

President,

sheet

2

Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond of Mining Property.

.

.

PALES,

ii

Location

Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1 sheet.
R. A. M.
sheet.
Regular con
Mining Deed.
vocation second Monday oi
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory
each month at Masonii
Statement,
'
- Hall at 7:30 p. m.
:
sheet.
G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P
Coal Declaratory
Statement with
AfTHUS SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Power of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Santa Fe Comtuandeiy Nc Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water.
Bheet
1, K. T. Regular conclav
v.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
fourth
Moudaj in eacl
Hall a Notice,
month at
sheet.
7:30 p. in.
Affidavit of Assessment.
sheet
J. A. J1ASSIE, E. C.
Stock Blanks.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Bill of Sale Animals "Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
feanta Fe Lodge of Pertectlon No )
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted 40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeti
Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet.
of
each
the
inontt
third
Monday
ju
3 4
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening u
.vfasonic Hall, south side of Plazt sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cot
tally invited to attend.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
JOHN W. MAYES. 32.
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
Veneraiile Mastei corded Brand,
sheet.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Secretary.
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'
Recorded Brand,
sheet
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
B. P. O. E.
Escritura de Renuncla,
pliego.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
Documento Carantizado.
pliego.
loids its regular session on the sec
ot eacr
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
mci and rourth Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are invite pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
A. J. FISCHER,
pliego.
and welcome.
Documento
extensa
Exaltec Rule'
J. D. SENA.
Carantizado,
fprma entera, full sheet
Secretary.
Certificado de Matrimonio, 10c cada
uno.
of
Pythias.
Knights
sheet
Replevin Bond,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights o.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Regular meeting 1st and 3v
Pythias.
sheet.
tainer,
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock, in
sheet
Subpoena,
J. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
attend.
to
invited
ng Knight's
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. U
Search Warrant,
sheet
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S
School Blanks.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2
V..N

1

I. is sent to

J.

L, 4, HUGHES,

Mex.

j

;

Siata

R.

Printed and for sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.

j

Secretary-Treasure- r

Entered as Spron.l Class Matter

BLANKS.

MASONIC.

OCTOBER 31, 1910.

MONDAY,

RATERNAL SOCIETIES

e

rHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTcft,
Vice President
Editor and President.

IT. M.

2

sheet.
Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet
Claimant.
of
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet.
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness,

sheet

full sheet. "
Yearly Proof.
Final Proof.
sheet.
sheet.
Contest Notice,
Affidavit to be filed before contest.

J C. DIGNE0,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
fi nVlflriY vati run dot a lint
vnn Arm in at
If
11
1U Ufc V V
u

We Are

2

2

2

sheet

and Consellor-at-LaAffidavit of Contest Against Non
Practice in all the District Courts Resident Entryman,
sheet.
nd gives special attention to cases
Notice of Intention to make final
Court.
Territorial
before the
Supreme
sheet.
proof,
Office: Laughlia Blk Santa Fe. N. M
Additional Entry,
sheet,
1 1
320 Homestead
Entry,
6lieet.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Ap
Attorneys-at-LaPractice i the District Courts as plicant, full sheet.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
well as before the Supreme Court of
sheet.
he territory.
Township Plats,
New Mexico
Las Cruces.
Township Plats, full sheet
'
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
E. P. Davlei
A. B. Renehan
General
sheet.
Bond,
Form,
Attorneys at Law.
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
Official Bond,
sheet.
net Courts. Mining and Land Law a
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
Block.
Office
Catron
in
(pecialty.
New Mexl.ce of Mortgage, full sheet.
Santa Fe
sheet
Application for License,
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
WILLIAM McKEAN
Notice of Conveyance,
sheet.
Attorney-at-LaCertificate of Election,
sheet.
Mining and Land Law.
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
New Mexico.
Taos,
sheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage
License,
w.
WARD
sheet
Territorial District Attorney
Certificate of Birth,
sheet.
Fo. San Miguel and Mora Counties
Certificate of Death,
sheet.
New Mexico
Las Vegas,
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
Attorney

Proprietor.

vivvn JVU vuji gut

JVU U1VJ

How

11

Vi

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
wait.

Serving

Our increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

2

2

THE HOTEL C0RONADO

HERREEA
Proprietor

G. LUPK

2

RATKS

$1.00

A DAY AND

UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

2

4

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

2

2

2

2

2

2

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only flrot class Hotti In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Vice sample room on first floor, Special attention givin to traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service,
men,

2

....
c

RUROPEAN PLAN

Oorner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

2

a

4

4

Mnm

onrl fnmnlntn

T

nf rtnnnn fnnrln

inn
ugh aim uumpicio liug ui uicdd ijvuuo

1- -'

sheet.

EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S
Surveyor General and
Offices.
Las Cruces

U.

S.

Land

New Mexico

Promissory Notes 25c per pad.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Letters of Administration,
sheet.
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
4

2

DRESS SILK, TRIMMINGS, etc
TAILOR MADE SUITS
EVERYTHING IN

FOR HER AND FOR HIM.

1-- 2

sheet

Letters Testamentary,

sheet.

2

ADOLF

2
in Assumpsit,
sheet
In Assumpsit, on Note
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet.
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,

Declaration
Declaration

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on Skin the U. S. Surveyo' General's Offlc
Santa. Fe,
New Mexit.i

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

WW

2

2

2

PROBERT & COMPANY
x..
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
Investments
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Power of Attorney,
sheet
Money Loaned for Investors.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
f
We have for sale general stocks
,v
y
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet
other Business Opportunities throughReplevin Affidavit,
sheet.
out Taos county.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint, 14
Bank References Furnished..'"
New Mexico sheet
Taos
1--2

2

1-- 4

Wells Fargo & Company.
Express
fieceral Express Forwarder

4

Warrant,

43,

sheet

4

Commitment,

Si ANDLEY

Phone Red

4

Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
sheet.
Execution,
Summons,

4

' Sheep

'

,

sheet.

Affidavit,
Bond, 4
1--

Writ,

4

sheet
sheet
sheet
1-- 4

4
4

sheet.
2

All

Parts of the World
by Furcfcasir g

Wells

4

sheet.

and all Poreigr Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAf H.

sheet

Justice of the Peace Blank

sheet
Appeal Bond.
sheet
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
Bheet
Appearance Bond,
1-- 3

2

1--2

.

1

1

DOMESTIC MONEY CEDE FS, TfcVB 1 Ft'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONE Y CFDF F5

rp v

1

Paynble Throughout j the Uniietf State ?, Csrst'f ,

sheet

Contract,

TO

i.ve Money and Inconvenience

Summons as Garnishee

Certificate of Brand.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
,
ing Company,
New Mexlo
Santa Fe, j- - -

!

CO

1--

sheet

G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D.
Physician & Surgeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m.
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.

WEARING APPAREL

2

1 0.

BARNES. Aaent

t

.

j it

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST

CO.

which she Is known in honor of Mrs. J.
F. Hunter, of Oercsoo, Neb., who has
PERSONAL MENTION,
been in the city several days as a
guest in the home of her sister, Airs.
The guests were
I.. C. Walker.
Miss E. SI. Parker, of Deming, is a
Walker, Fowler,
Hunter,
sightseer in the city.
Herriek, I'arvis, Kemmerer,
Cm.
S.
Mrs.
SoMorley will not he at Cnghlan, Brown and llammell."
home tomorrow.
corro Chieftain.
A. Weeler .a New York clothing
salesman, is at the I'alaee.
H. O. Calkins, of the forestry service, is visiting friends here.
voornees. or Haton,
a"u""' a.
MONEY AND MfeTALS.
is registered at the Claire.
Call money
Sev York, Oct.
Charles B. Kehrinan. a hat salesman :!
1 per cent:
l'riuie mercantile
of St. Louis, is at the Palace.
paper 3
per cent; Mexican dol- :t
Attorney R. C. Jackson is here from jlars 46; Amalgiunated
Sugar
'
11S,-S- ;
Atchison 101 IS; tireat North- Framington, San Juan county.
New York Central
A. Mennett, Sr., the well known ern pfd. 1261-4- ;
HS:i-4- ;
IN!
Northern Pacific
salesman, is here from Las Vegas.
Pacific-i132
Southern
Mrs. John H. Hicks, of Santa Rosa, j Rpali"K
Union Pacific 17:5
;
Steel
;11S
registered at the Sanitarium
pfd. ex. div. 117 11.
Mrs. Will Rosenthal, of Las Vegas 7
New York, Oct.. :!1. Lead quiet
13 visiting friends at the Sanitarium.
William R. Hill, a shoe salesman '$ MO 4.50; Stan aid copper quiet,
from Kansas City, is calling on the spot and Dec. fl2.nuft12.iiO; silver 36.
WOOL MARKET
trade.
St. Louis, Oct. 21. Wool unchang- Edward L. Mills, a special agent of
the government, is here from Wash-- , p(1- Territory and western mediums
i
"line mediums ITtL'U; line
Ineton
(ri C
J.
J.
of
Lincoln
Delegate
Aragon,
GRAIN. POHK LAR"
county, is back from a flying visit to
Dec. 00
Chicago, Oct.
Las Vegas.
Mrs. J. M. Tompkins is a sightseer May !6
Corn Dec. 44
May 4!
here from Boyue City, Mich. She is
Oats Dec. 31
f.
May 34
at the Claire hotel.
Pork Jan. 17; May 10.02
Rev. J. It. Carver, of the Methodist
Lard Jan. 1 0.20 22
May 12.70
Episcopal church at Estancia, is a visRibs Jan. $f).0r; May $S.S5.
itor in the capital.
LIVESTOCK.
Mrs. M. R. Snyder, of Areola. 111.,
Chicago. Oct. 31. Cattle Receipts
U visiting her son Harry Snyder and
3::,rmt.
Market steady to ten lower:
his wire, at the Sanitarium.
Beeves $ 1.40fi7.70; Texas steers $3.30
C. B. Stubblefield, of Las Vegas, a
western steers $4 fi 6.(15; stock-- I
representative of the Continental Oil ers and feeders $ 4. 10Ca. ").::.",; cows and
Company, is at the Claire.
heifers $2.13fj6.20; calves $7.5010.- A. .1. A. fiodeuhaiisen and O. S.
dry goods salesmen from
Receipts l's,000. Market
St. ' Joseph, Mo., are calling on the fiveHogs
to ten Tower. Light $S.3.Vi.S.8i;:
trade.
mixed $7.90(8.80; heavy $7.5.r.8.70:
I). W. Pollard, J. A. Wood and C. P.
to choice
good
rough $7.n57.75;
Baxter are visitors here from Kansas heavv
niirs
7.8nfi8.60:
7.7n(f?8.70:
City. They are registered at Gregg's bl,lk $1Amcx0.
Hotel.
Receipts 4X,O00. Market
Sheep
County Assessor D. C. Howell of Es- five to 10 lower. Native $2. Baft 1.35:
in
is
the
city western
tancia, Torrance county,
$2.75(34.30; yearlings $4.40(f
for a few days and is registered at
5.50; lamhs, native $1.75 ft 6.90; west- the Claire.
ern 1.75!fi S.S5.
Harry H. Lusk, formerly a linotype
Kansas City, Oct. 31. Cattle Reon
New
the
Mexican,
Daily
operator
south25,000, Including 1,000
ceipts
Las
now
with
the
but
Vegas Optic,
Na- to
ten
lower.
erns.
Market
steady
tnWTl
cnunl Qiml;iV ill
so.uhern
steers
steers
live
$37.40;
Captain If. P. Bardshar and
southern cows $2..
Frank Cms spent several days last L
"
native cows and heifers $2.75.f
Wdtrnll
llOTltincr
nn
trill
nonf
tmrr
u
nccn ii
uuiiuuu ".j' n.. ,,1.,.... G.50; stockers and feeders $3.40fri5.40;
Mound, Mora county.
calves
bulls $3,255(14.50;
$3.75'jR:
Miss Madeline Mills is more than
western steers $4V".10; western cows
holding her own in the battle with an $2.75 5.
attack of typhoid fever and will be
Hogs
Receipts 4,(M)0. Market. 5
convalescing In a few days.
10
Bulk $s.3ii!ii.8.05; heavy
to
lower.
Delegate W. E. Garrison and family
packers and butchers
spent Saturday and Sunday in the Rl-t- $S.15US.30;
de los Frijoles among the cliff $S.30(f8.t;5; light $S.55?!8.70.
Market
Sheep Receipts 15,000.
dwellings, twenty miles east of Santa
Fe.
steady to 10 lower. Muttons $:t.50
Mrs. Charles C. Catron, wife of Dep-nt- 4.50; lambs $5.50ff G.70; fed weather
District Attorney Charles C. Cat- and yearlings $:!.75(( 4.50; fed westron, and Mrs. Frank Lavan, her sister, ern ewes $3.254.T5.
have gone to California for a visit
with relatives and friends.
BLANKS
Mrs. F. S. Brown, wife of Delegate
Brown from Roy, Mora county, arrivPrinted and foi sale by New Mexl
ed yesterday to be with her husband a ean Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
few days during the convention. They Mex.
are registered at the Claire.
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Mrs. Ramon Rodriguez and son and
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Mrs. Ignacita O. de West, left yester-- l
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
day afternoon for Madrid where they piajnti i2 sheet
will visit their sister and brother-iForcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
law, Mr. and Mrs. C. Quintana for ten nions,
sheet.
two
weeks.
or
days
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
was
called
"Mrs. M. O. Llewellyn
sheet.
Deed,
Mortgage
home suddenly Monday to Fairfield,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
la., by the unexpected death of her Clause,
sheet. ,.,
who
made
quite
father, Mr. Atkinson,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor, 1 2
an extended visit here last summer." sheet.
Las Cruces Citizen.
sheet.
Option,
"Cleofes Romero, warden of the tersheet.
Notice of Protest,
came
last
in
ritorial penitentiary,
Notice of Publication, 12
Notaries'
night from La Cueva, where he had glieet
been looKing alter anaus on ms rancu
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
for several days. He will return soon
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
to Santa Fe." Las Vegas Optic.
for Bounty for Killing
Application
"H. B. Fergusson, Solomon Luna, Wild
sheet.
Animals.
Herbert Raynolds, John Becker and
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Nestor Montoya are among the deleDeed of Trust, full sheet.
convention
constitutional
gates to the
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
who are spending Sunday in Albuquersheet.
Butchers'
Bond,
que." Albuquerque Morning Journal.
Sheriffs'
Monthly
Report of
"Hon. R. H. Sims, receiver of the
sheet.
censas,
Las
in
office
TJ. S. land
at
Cruces,
Spanish Blanks.
company with his father, who is visAuto de Arresto. 4 pliego.
iting from the north, and Thomas
Auto de Prision,
pliego.
Tate and a number of other Las Crupliego.
ces citizens were here this week shoot- . Declaracion Jurada,
Certificado de Nombramler.to,
The
ing duck at Lake Las Palomas.
pliego.
crowd of hunters had good success."
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
Columbus News.
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
"Mrs. M. C. Mechem invited a large
number of her friends to her home pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
last Saturday afternoon to meet her
,
friend and guest, Mrs. Edward R. pligeo.
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego.
Wright. The reception is spoken of
Contrato entre los Directores y Preas an exceedingly enjoyable one. Mrs.
pliego.
Mechem was assisted in entertaining ' ceptors,
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Griffith
and
Mesdames
by
Dougherty,
Documento Sin Garantia,
pliego.
Newcomb." Socorro Chieftain.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Rev. C. E. Lukens, superintendent
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
of the Childrens' Home at AlbuquerLibros de Recibos Supervisores de
look
to
in
after
the
is
Santa
Fe,
que,
25c.
Caminos,
erection of a tomb stone at Fairvlew
Libros de Recibo de Capitaclon, 50
cemetery over the grave of a woman en un Iibro, 25c.
who died In Santa Fe last spring and
Notlcia de Asesores de Asesamento
whose four children have been placed 100 en
un libro, 75c.
in comfortable homes by Mr. Lukens.
Libros
de Eleccion de Directores
The tombstone will enable the chil- - de
Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
find
to
In
later
the grave 7 40c.
dren
years
of their mother.
Applicacion por LIcencIa de
"Mrs. W. E. Martin, entertained
pliego.
some of her lady friends Monday even- Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
ing with the gracious hospitality for
Certificado de Naclmento,
pliego.

g

Mes-dame- s

CAPITAL 850,000.00

1

Your Patronage Solicited

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President
W E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier

FLORIDA

Money

fill

1

Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes
EVERYTHING in FRESH
1910 CROP OP ENGLISH
FRUITS & VEGETABLES
WaLNUTS & ALMONDS

OYSTERS
S. KAUNE&

H.

26
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CALIFORNIA
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PHONE

2P

How a

New-com-

Business

Does a General Banking
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Supply Co.

Fe, N. M

!

FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
r
heat etc.etc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

O

WATSON & COMPANY

C- -

Surety Bonds

Insurance

Real Estate

Santa Fe, New Mexico
Red So. 189

Pbone.

St.

119 San Franciscu

;

j

'

The mercury shows that the winter is nigh
and now is the time to get those warm pillows of which we have a large assortment.
Also quilts to keep oue comfy these cold
nights. We have also some very fine rugs,
immense in s ze and reasonable in price;
they are wool fibre, velvet and of other

o

.

material.
We have some very attractive furniture too.

Furniture Co.

Akers-Wagne- r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

2

4

,

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE

4

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
WE HAVE

FEW

A

MORE OUTLINE

THAT WE ARE 6L0SIN6

0URNIW

MAVAJO

OUT TO MAKE

FOR

ROOM

4

2

RUGS

STOCK.

2

4

Curios
S.

B

-

Blankets

-

Baskets

-

New

Corner of Fkzt,

Management

Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in

2

2

"EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE"
Registracion de Fallecimentos

y

25c.

Muertes,

GNidrens Dresses Cloaks

Juez de Paz, Repertflrio Criminal y
Civil, $4.
Prices.
Each. Per Doz. Per 100.
sheet . . .$ .10
.10
sheet
.10
full sheet
100 assorted blanks

...

2

$ .25

$1.75
2.50
4.00

.35
.65

...

take the

MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DREJJEJ
FOR THE LITTLE MIJJE
WHICH RIVAL THOJE OF THEIR ELDERJ IN
PERFECTION OF .STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELABORATE OTHERS PLIAN.

100

price.
Size of Blanks.

sheet, 7x8
inches.
sheet, 8
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
4

Signs, Card Board.

"For Rent"

15c
10c
10c
10c
25c
10c

"Board"

"For Sale"
"Lodging"

"For Rent or Sale"

M

1

each.
each.
each.
each.
each.
each.

SIZES 6 TO 14,

PRICES FROM

"No Smoking"
"Furnished Rooms for Light
25c each.
Housekeeping"
"Board and lodging" . .... .25c each.
50c each.
"Minor's Law"
50c each
"Livery Law"
"English Marriage Laws" ..50ceacb.
"Spanish Marriage Laws" ...50c each.
Law Books and Miscellaneous.
Flexible
Cover Pocket
Sheriff's
Docket, single $1.25; two or more, $1
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.00, postage 17c.
Missouri Code Pleadings, $C00. The
two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mexico Code. Postage 17c.
Laws of New Mexico 1899, 1901 and
1903, English or Spanish, pamphlet,
$2.25 each; full leather, $3.00 each;
or Spanish,
1905 and 1907 .English
pamphlet, $2.75 each; full leather,
$3.50 each; 1909, English or Spanish,
pamphlet, $3.25 each; full leather, $4
each. Posta.e extra.

SPLENDID

STYLES

$1.50

TO

$14.00

VALUES IN AUTHENTIC

MANY FAVORED FABRICS
THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
IN

AND
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE

14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FOR BOTH BoYS
IN ALL THE LATEST
AND GIRLS
AND
STYLES
COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
AND THE MOST
To BE
SEEN.
2 TO

UP-TO-D-

ATE

4

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

;

2

E

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

2

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.
Offers irrigated lands in tracts

2

1-4

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
tANOHES,
LARGK
AND
SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov
ernmentland. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed i men: are;
invited to Correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING

H

NEW MEXICO,

WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT
THEIR PATRONAGE,

2

4

RANCHES,
LARCiK
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

L-i-

Telephone Red 35 and have
your orders delivered

2

THE PRESCRIPTION

TW following re supp ested to the thirsty as something
cool and inviting
CINCEft ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.

CLERK

2

Abstracts of Title
Realty Matters

2

Legal Papers

Renis

S

Collections.

Do not delay until after thf lire
NOW is ttn TIME to take out
that INSURANCE POLTCY.
SANTA FE ABSTRACT.

REALTY

8

INSURANCE AGENCY.

JOSEPH B.' HAYWARD, Manager,
Room ly Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black

2

COMPETENT

y

76

PHARMACIST

1-- 4

puts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full strength,
fresh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake In having your prescrip-- )
tlons put up by us.

PHARMACY
Stripling-Burrow- s

x

CLARENDON
GARDEN

;

R. V. BOYLK Mgr.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

A
v

L?r Electric Irons, Broilers,

rvi!
gAJLii9
C

Cleaners and Wash Tubs.
x

w

diiw

a
r 11water
re
:

Ano

t

t

tv

IT

ff

Vdrll
1

BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL '
DES1GSS.

& Co.

i

IM6!HT

RIPE FRUIT NOW

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDINGd

FRESH LAID EGGS every day
?ure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandotte, utiickeiis
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed ot, clean wholesome food
No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine poisoniriK.
only.
A FEW FAT HESS FOR MATING.

ri
m nour oectnc service
1 A il

PAY
and

WORKS.

drinks made from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
imii uuxxxxT xxxxnu Tin rui ixxixmxx
Cjiit tux
3TXXTI21XrUXTU Ukxixix?
AH

CLIREIDOH POULTRY YARDS

THE CAPITAL
Successors to

SANTA FE BOTTLING

-

Matrl-moni-

2

wiv

A

;

j

ltWi

must know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription

DAY

and

SLIGHT
and See
them in

Liani company

Operation
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Si, Louis Rocky
Pacific

la
a m
30
40
05
8
6

4

"J

dO

31

9:35

42
49

CO

2 47

0
7

3 07
3 45

48
55

20
4 00
3 50
3 30
3 15
3 05
2 45
2 25
1 55
1 30

Thompson

Cunningham
..Clifton House N.M

Ar
.Lv

Katon. N. M . ... I.v
Katon, N.M
Ar
.Clifton Houae N' M.. ..

10 15

SPreston

Koeuler Junction

9

liOoifax

08
76
82

(lerrososo
r.v
.Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park N. M...Lv

Ar
Lv

PS

.8

Ar

94

f

05

820

8 02
7 45

ByLydiaE.PM:feam's
Vegetable Compound
T)h

.71"...-I.

operayears ago
I liad pains downward in both sides,

.
..

backache, and a

.

a iu

weakness.

......

l

j

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

p in

u Colfx

Forest, Wis.

"Alter an
tion four

...

.
'

JM9
9 32";
8 5oJ

Koehler

6 45

12

nipulin
VlKil

35
4 IS
4 43
5 00
5 10
5 18
5 28

2

i

'edniau

Iff
20
25

i".

(Iiead Up)

1910

I.v.. Ies Motnes. N. M...Ar!
Kumalilo

0

9 10
10

In effect Sept, 1st
STAT ioXS

H

FROM AN

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICES-RAT- ON

Mill's

w

Company.

Railway

GENERAL

&

tive copper at thedepth of COO feet
below the apex of the hill. Development continues on the FSloomer Girl,
Floride and Little Chartie groups and

The doc

tor wanted me to
li i vo another operation. I tookLydia E.
J'mkham's Vegeta-h- li
Vom pound and
I am entirely cured
of my troubles."

le

w". Ry. train both North atnlfSoutu.;
ForMrs. ArorsTE VKsi'EUiUXx,
meets trains at Preston N.i.f.
Wisconsin.
est,
N". VI.. for iCIU
i'j tlit win, X. M., at 9:00 ,i. m, daily except
Stntalcwis Ute
Another Oiwrr.dor, Avokled.
Sun jay't, Kare j OJ one way 1.50 round trip; fifty pound basgae carried free.
)it'v Orleans, La. "For years i sufM. M f;r tlm soath at
O. AS tr.viu low ll'iSI l!t
ll;ll p. in. "arrives from the fered from severe iVmalo trochlea.
South Bt 4:38 a. m.
Finally 1 vsis confined to my Ivd and
the doctor sa'd an operation was necesJ. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
E. G. DEDMAN,
sary. J (rave J.vdi.v E. I'ir.kl.ani's Vegetable ComnoiiMt a trial lirst, and
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
was saved fiMiuau i.prn'.iioii." Mr,).
Kerieiec St., Xe'7
fji.Yl'KVKOi:x,
Jrleans, La.
Thirty years of unparalleled success
confirms the power of Lytlia F..
Vegetable Compound to cure
female diseases. The great volume of
unsolicited testimony constantly pouring in proves conclusivelv that Lydia
E. Finkliam's Vegetable Compound is

lOo'iuests

witli

SStae 'or Van lioutou
I'.i.-k-

K.

P. A 8.

N, M.

.

.

$15,-00-

nil

l

ink-ham- 's

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

EI Paso St

remarkable remedy lor those distressing feminine ills from which so
many women sutfer.
If you want special advice about
your case write to Mrs. Pinkham,
s.t Lynn, Mass. Her advice is

free, and always helpful.

Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

East or West

For Rates and full information add rest

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El

Paso Texas.

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WES
use the

Lordsburg Assays from the Twin
Peaks property, taken across a vein
four feet wide, yielded $4S per ton,
part of the value being an ounce and a
half in gold. From another place,
where the vein is only three feet wide,
the assay was $2G7, most of the value
being gold. W. C. Marshall, the man-- !
ager, has purchased from the North
American Company the concentrator
south of Lordsburg and it will be mov- ed to the Twin Peaks. R. F. Fitz, man- ager of the Sutton Company, has an- nounced that he will rush work on the
Last Chance at Pyramid.
The Ari- zona & New Mexico Railway Company
is building a new ore platform at
Lordsburg, to accommodate the growing ore shipments.
Blossburg The mines at Brilliant,
Colfax county, now employ 125 men,
of whom 85 are coal diggers. A new
motor for hauling the trams out of
the mine and 70 new pitcars were
placed in operation last Wednesday.
One to four new miners are being employed daily and tho output has reached 300 tons a day. The camp has been
idle the past three years.
Kelly The magnetic plant of the
Company has been shut
down owing to the stripping of some
of the gears on the roaster. Large
stockholders of the United States Zinc
Company last week inspected the zinc
deposiis of the Old Kelly mine.
Rosedale The Rosedale Mining &
Milling Company at Rosedale, Socorro county, contemplates the construction of a new plant.
Gallup The Diamond mine is now
producing one hundred tons of coal a
day. The development work has progressed so far that this output will
steadily increase from now on. A
number of houses are being erected
at the mine for the employes. Gus
Mulholland has completed drilling a
Fuel
well for the
Company at Gibson, having struck a
good flow of water. The Brown Brothers have made arrangements to open
up the Enterprise coal mine.
The last shipment from
Mogollon
the Socorro Mines consisted of eleven
bars of refined gold and silver bullion,
produced from only a partial smelting
of the precipitates on hand. An increased tonnage is being crushed
Work is progressing favorably in sinkvertical
ing the
shaft. The mill of the Ernestine Company is now running full time, crushing 100 tons per day; 36 sacks of high
grade concentrates were produced
The precipifrom C20 tons crushed.
tates accumulated since the recent
pipe line installation have not yet
been smelted into bullion.
Rapid
progress is being made in the erection
of the mill at the Deadwood mines.
The main building, started about a
months ago, is now under cover. The
reinforced concrete foundation for the
mortars is completed; engine foundation is being laid and all other work
is keeping pace. The features of cheap
power and economical filter operation
have received exhaustive investigation
by the owners of this property and it
is believed their, innovation in these
departments will prove to be a big
stride towards the solution of low
milling costs. Grade is being prepared for the sawmill of the Mogollon
Gold & Copper Company which will
be installed to saw square timbers
for the main shaft on the Cooney mine
which the management reports will be
unwatered and retimhered at an early
date. In the meantime the main tunnel is being advanced on the east vein
which is showing some values in na
n

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN
--

3-

AT

NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
or

UNION DEPOT.

Victor-America- n

R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M.. connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Sania Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
tu Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Iieave Roswell at 12:30 a, m, arrive
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at

the rate of

$5.00

per hundred lbs.

Special automobiles furnished to ac
commodate any number ot passenger
to make special connections with an;
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee lor Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M,, at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
special $40.00 to accommodate four or

fewer passengers to either point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

The foUowing are the time tables
of the local railroads:

BARRANCA TO TAOS

Meets Both North
South
Bounds
Trains.
west.

A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
9:40 a; m. connect with No. 10 east
the
1
No.
west Taosnorth 7 bound train and arrives at
4:00 p. m. connect with
at
p. m.
5:20 p. m. 'connect with No. 2 east.
Ten miles shorter than any other
7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east,
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. collect with way. Good covered hack and good
earns.
No. 8 east, and No. 9 west.
10:20 a. m. with conectlon from No.
Tiling dsn.te lwCa.li: Xa.B

3

west

angrer Comfortable

12:10 p. m. with connection from
No. 10 east
6:05 p. m. with connection from No.

FARE SST

1

IPEuM

west

7:30 p. m. with connection with No.

2

east

g

a

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points iu New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

$5.00

LAUNDRY

9:45 p. m. with connection from No.
4 east No. 7 west.
from
11:30 p. m. with connection
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
No. 8 east. No. 9 west.
Above effective October 1st.
Returns Thursday and Friday.
D. & R. G. Ry.
AGENCY
at O. K Barber Shop
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Afrent.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Phone No. 23 Red
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
34 east and 33 south and west
If you want anything on earth try
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west a. New Mexican Want Ad.

For Best Laundry Work

'

the Malachite mine, practically
all
this work furnishing a mill grade of
ore. The Gold Dust Mines Company
is developing its group with an adequate force. The property is located
on a vein lying south of the Last
Chance. Gold predominates in the ore
thus far encountered.
Tularosa The first unit of the mill
of the Tularosa Copper Company at
the headwaters of the Tularosa, 12
miles above Tularosa, is completed. A
two mile ditch, a flume, a concrete
pen stock and a complete concentrating mill form the equipment of the
company. The mill has a crushing capacity of 240 to 300 tons and a concentrator of 150 tons per day. The mill
concentrates about 15 to 18 tons of
The
ore into one ton of concentrates.
concentrates run from :ln per cent to
40 per cent, or an average of 37 per
cent copper per ton. These concentrates are being held at the property
to be marketed when copper advances
in price. They will be shipped to the
El Paso smelter as the nearest market.
Jicarilla John Brotherton leased
at Jicarilla, Linthree claims
coln county, to Abe Jennings for
the same to be paid in three installments during the next twelve
months. They are among the best gold
mines in camp.
Santa Rita and Hurley Two large
steam shovels are leveling down the
hills at Santa Rita,
copper-bearinGrant county, as if they were ant hills
and work with almost human intelligence. It takes but thirty seconds for a
shovel to dig its way in the side of a
hill, load five tons, swing around and
unload it on the waiting ore car. It
loads an ore car in about two minutes.
Two more shovels are to be put into
commission soon. The sixty room
bunk house is also fast nearing completion. One of the interesting operations at Santa Rita has been the literal blowing up of the underground
workings for the purpose of loosening
the soil to permit of its being scooped
up by the steam shovels. There are
miles and miles of underground workings on Chino Hill, some of them the
oldest mine workings in the United
States as Santa Rua was the scene of
the earliest mine operations in this
country. Several tons of black powder
was
through these workings and then set off. The detonations
shook the earth for many miles around
and accomplished their purpose well.
There are depressions in the earth
that you could drop a city block into
and not notice it. At Hurley, 10 miles
south of Santa Rita, is a scene of activity and bustle where ten months
ago was a quiet cow pasture. Train
loads of material are being hauled
from Santa Rita and from outside
points. Wednesday, there were eignt
cars of crushed rock and sixteen cars
of lumber hauled into camp, for the
big concentrator, the concrete foundations for which, are being poured.
Eight, powerful locomotives are employed and keep things humming. Several hundred men are employed at
Hurley, The water supply at Apache
Tejo, which has oeen developed by
the company, is immense and is sufficient to treat several thousand tons
D. C. Jackling, genof ore per day.
eral manager and a large stockholder
in the company visited the properties
recently. Dispatches from Salt Lake
state that it is not improbable that
announcement will be made shortly of
increasing the capacity of the mill
from 3,000 to 5,000 tons a day.! The
September report taken from Hayden,
Stone & Company's market letter,
gives the fully developed tonnage at
24,598,S79 and the partially developed
ore as 4,,S40,4G5 tons.
dist-ibut- ed

j
j

j

i

Certificate

of Comparison.

Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at one o'clock p. m., on
the twenty-eightday of October, A.
D. 1910, Articles of Incorporation of
h

Machine
The Insurance
Company,
Number 059S; and also, that I have
compared the following copy of the
same, with the original thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
f
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the City of Santa Fe, tha Capital,
on this 28th day of October, A. D.
1910.

(Seal.)

NATHAN JAFFA,

Secretary of New Mexico.

Certificate of Incorporation of The Insurance Machine Company.
THIS IS TO CERTIFY That the undersigned, being the subscribers to
the capital stock of the within named
company, as hereinafter stated, dp
hereby associate themselves into a
corporation under and by virtue of
the provisions of an Act of the Legislature of New Mexico, entitled "An
Act to regulate the formation and government of corporations for mining,
manufacturing, Industrial and other
pursuits," approved March 15, 1905,
being Chapter 79 of the Laws of 1905
of New Mexico, and do severally agree
to take the number of shares of capital stock set opposite pur respective
names and do hereby certify as follows:
First: That the name of the corporation is THE INSURANCE MACHINE
COMPANY.

Second:

The location of its prin

31.

MONDAY,

cipal office is in the Territory of New
Mexico, in the County of Santa Fe, in
the City of Santa Fe. The name of
the statutory agent therein and in
charge thereof upon whom process
against this corporation may be served is E. C. Abbott.
Third: The objects for which this
corporation is formed are:
1. To acquire by
purchase or manufacture, machines or other devices
patented or otherwise for the purpose
of printing, selling and delivering to
the purchaser, coupon or other tickets
for indemnity against injury by accident; engaging in all other kinds of
business of a general manufacturing,
of operating automatic slot machines
or other devices for the sale of accident insurance, either with or without
devices with weight attachments.
2. To sell, exchange, lease or otherwise dispose of all or any patents, devices or machines for the selling and
delivery to the purchaser of coupons

or other tickets for indemnity against
injury by accident.
3.
To mortgage or pledge the real
estate and personal property privileges of the company or any part
thereof, and to issue notes, bonds, negotiable instruments and other evidences of indebtedness, acting by,
through or under the direction and authorization of the Board of Directors
and on such terms as the directors
may deem best for the purpose of borrowing money with which to purchase
or manufacture automatic vending
machines or other devices, patented
or otherwise, and to further the business and purposes of said company.
.4 To organize or create subsidiary,
auxiliary or other corporations and
subscribe for the stock thereof; to exchange property therewith and to buy
from or sell property to such other
corporations and to make and carry
into effect all arrangements with respect to union of interest, amalgamation or consolidation with other companies or corporations having objects
similar to or included in the objects of
this company, and to carry on any
business the carrying on of which the
directors may find directly or indirectly conducive to the development
of any business in which this company is or may become interested.
5. To pay cash, subscribe for, exchange or transfer real or personal
property of any character, or issue full
stock, for any
paid and
real or personal property, including
stock, bonds and obligations of other
companies, rights, privileges or fran-- I
chise purchased by the company, and
to hold, manage, or dispose of such
real or personal property, stocks,
bonds and obligations of other com
panies and generally to transact any
and all business and to do any and all
business and to do any and all things
that may in any wise be necessary, incident or appurtenant to the powers,
purposes or business of the company.
G.
To purchase, hold and
the shares of its capital stock.
7. To do such other things as come
within the scope of or that can conveniently, advantageously, or profitably he done by an automatic vending
-

e

machine company.
8. To the extent and in the manner
permitted by local laws to carry on
and conduct its business and exercise
its powers in any of the states, territories or dependencies of the United
States, and to haxe one or more offices
therein,and to keep the books of the
company outside of the territory of
New Mexico, except as otherwise may
be provided by law, and therein to
hold, purchase, mortgage and convey

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be welL
,

THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.

va ant, and until the election of his Territory of New Mexico, do
hereby
successor.
(Certify that there was filed for record
In furtherance and not in limitation jin this office at one o'clock p. m., on
of the powers conferred by the slatute the twenty-eight- h
day of October, A
the Board of Directors are expressly D., 1910; Certificate of Stockholders'
of the Insurance Ma
authorized as follows:
To hold their meetings and to have chine Company, Number 6399, and al- one or more officers and to keep the so, that I have compared the follow-jincopy of the same, with the origi-jna- l
books of the company within or withthereof now on file and declare
out the Territory of New Mexico, at
to be a correct transcript therefrom
jit
such places as may be from time to
of the whole thereof.
time designated by them, but the com- jand
Given under my hand and the Great
pany shall always keep at Is register- Seal of the
Territory of New Mexico
ed office in the Territory of New Mex- at the
of Santa Fe, the Capital,
City
ico a transfer book ii which the transjon this 28th day of October, A. D.,
fer of stock can be made, entered and 1910.
book
containing
registered, and also a
NATHAN JAFFA,
the names and addresses of the stock- (Seal)
of New Mexico.
holders and the number of shares of Certificate ofSecretary
of Stock
which
stock held by them respectively
holders' of the Insurance Mainshall be at all times open to the
chine Company.
spection of the Registered stockhold- "THIS IS TO
CERTIFY, That the uners in person.
dersigned
and subscribincorporators
To determine from time to time ers to the
capital stock of The Insur- whether and to what extent and under
d
Machine Company, being
what conditions and regulations the jance
under and in pursuance of
accounts and books of the company (an act of the legislature ot the Terri- other than fhe stock or transfer books tory of New Mexico, entitled "An Act
or any of them shall be open to the to regulate the formation and govern
inspection of the stockholders and the ment of corporations for mining, manstockholders rights in this respect are ufacturing, industrial and other purand shall be restricted or limited ac- suits," approved March 15, 1905, do
hereby declare in pursuance of Seccordingly.
To make, alter, amend and rescind tion 23 of said act that there shall be
s
of the company, to fix the no stockholders liability on account
the
amount to be reserved as working cap- of any stock issued by said corporation.
ital, to make the time for the declaraIN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have
tion of dividends, to authorize and
cause to be executed mortgages and hereunto set our hand and seals this
liens upon the real and personal prop- 15th day of September, A. D., 1910.
erty of the company, provided always (Signed).
E. C. ABBOTT, . (Seal)
that a majority of the whole Board
W.
IRVING LAKE, (Seal)
concur therein.
S. J. MATTOCKS, (Seal.)
In case of increase of capital stock
of New Mexico,
to issue such portion of the unsub- Territory
Santa
Fe
County. ss.
as
of
the corporation
scribed stock
Before me, Juan J. Ortiz, a notary
may be necessary to acquire or pur- public in and for said
county and
chase property for said corporation,
this-daappearTerritory,
personally
or
debts
or to satisfy its outstanding
ed the above named E. C. Abbott, perobligations.
sonally known to me to be the same
With the consent In writing and person who executed the foregoing invote
affirmative
to
the
pursuant also
strument of writing and acknowledged
of the holders of a majority of the that he signed, sealed and delivered
stock issued and outstanding at a said instrument as his free and volun
j

y

g

I

i

incor-Iporate-

"

stockholders' meeting duly called for
that purpose, to sell, assign, transfer,
cr otherwise dispose of the property
of the company as an entirety provided always that a majority of the entire Board concur therein:
By resolution passed by a majority
of the whole Board under suitable proto designate
visions of the
three of their members to constitute
an executive committee, which
shall for the time being as
in said resolution or in the
have and exercise all the powers
of the Board of Directors which may
be lawfully delegated in the management of the business and affairs of ths
company and shall have the power to
authorize the seal of the company (:
be affixed to all papers which may require it. Generally said Board of Directors or said executive committee
shall manage the business and affairs
of said corporation and designate the
officer or officers who shall have power to enter into and execute any contract or obligation on behalf of the
said corporation as may be deemed
necessary.
Eighth- - The company may use and
apply its surplus earnings or accumulated irofits to the purchas3 or
of property and to ths
or acquisition of its own capital
slock from time to time, to such
and in such manner and upon
such terms as its Board of Directors
shall determine and neither the property nor jtlie capital stock so purchased and acquired nor any other capital
stock in payment or satisfaction of
any debt due to the company shall be
regarded as profits for the purpose of
declaring or payment of dividends unless otherwise determined by a majority of the Board ot Directors.
Ninth: The company reserves the
right to amend, alter, change or repeal any provisions contained in this
certificate in the manner now or hereafter required by the statute for the
amendment ot the Certificate of Incorcom-mUte- e

pro-vir- d
bv-la-

act

tary

WITNESS my hand and Notarial
Seal this 28th day of October, A. D.,

1910.

(Signed) JUAN J. ORTIZ,
Notary Public.
My commission expires
Aug. 17,

(Seal)
1912.

State of Missouri,
County of Jackson.

ss.
Before me, V. Hundley, a notary
public in and for said county and
state, this day personally appeared W.
Irving Lake and S. J. Mattocks, personally known to me to be the same
persons who executed the foregoing
instrument of writing and acknowledged that they signed, sealed and delivered said instrument as their free
and voluntary act.
WITNESS my hand and Notarial
Seal this 15th day of September, A.
D., 1910.
V. HUNDLEY,

Notary Public.

(Seal)

My commission

Oct. 28, 1910, 1 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
t

Compared

&.

F. K. to

Secretary.

3. O.

Certificate of , Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
1, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of

the

Jan.

expires

25,

1911.

ENDORSED:
No. 6599.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 80, Certificate of Stockholders'
of The Insurance Machine Company.
Filed in Office of Secretary of New
Mexico, Oct. 28, 1910, 1 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
y

ex-ie-

real and personal property.
9.
In general to have and exercise
all the powers conferred by the laws
of the Territory of New Mexico upon
corporations formed under the act
hereinbefore referred to and any
amendment thereof. And the foregoing clauses shall be construed both
as objects and powers and it is hereby expressly provided that the foregoing enumeration of powers shall not
be held to limit or restrict in any poration.
IN WINTESS WHEREOF we Have
manner the powers of the corporation.
Fourth: The total authorized capi- hereunto set our hand and seal this
tal stock of this corporation is three 15th day of September, A. D. 1910.
E. C. ABBOTT, (Seal.)
million dollars ($3,000,000), divided
W. IRVING LAKE, (Seal.)
into three million (3,000,000) shares
S. J. HATTOCKS, (Seal.)
of the par value of one dollar $(1.00)
Territory of New Mexico, Santa Fe
each.
County, ss:
Fifth: The names and postofflce adBefore me. Juan J. Ortiz, a notary
dresses of the incorporators, the numin and for the said county and
sevpublic
which
of
for
stock
of
shares
ber
appeared
erally and respectively they do here- territory 'this day personally
C. Abbott, personby subscribe and the amount of cap- the above named E.
ital stock with which the company ally known to me to be the same perwill commence business, are as fol- son who executed the foregoing in
strument of writing and acknowledg
lows:
W. Irvln Lake, Kansas City, Mo., ed that he signed, sealed and deliver
ed said instrument as his free and vol2,998,000 shares.
'
S. J. Mattocks, Kansas City, Mo., untary act
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
1,000 shares.
28th day of October, A. D. 1910.
this
N.
E. C. Abbott, Santa Fe,
M., 1,000
JUAN J. ORTIZ,
(Signed)
shares.
Notary Public.
(Seal)
Sixth: The period of existence of
commission
Aug. 17,
My
expires
to
limited
this company is
fifty (50)
1912. '
years.
Seventh: The directors ot said com- State of Missouri, County of Jackson,
ss:
pany who are to act as such for the
a notary
Before me, V. Hundley,
first three months after the filing of
this certificate of incorporation, are public in and for said county and state
this day personally appeared the
as follows:
Postoffice Addresses. above named W. Irving Lake and S. J.
Names.
Kansas City, Mo. Mattocks, personally known to me to
W. Irvin Lake
S. J. Mattocks
Kansas City, Mo. be the same persons who executed the
C.
Abbott
E.
Santa Fe, N. M. foregoing instrument of writing and
The number of directors of the acknowledged that they signed, sealed
as their
company shall be fixed from time to and delivered said instrument
s
time by the
and may be in- free and voluntary act
Witness my hand and Notarial Seal
creased as may be provided in the bylaws. In case of any vacancy in the this 15th day of September, A. D. 1910.
V. HUNDLEY, Board of Directors through death, re- (Seal.)
Notary Public.
signation, ' disqualification or other
My commission expires January 25,
cause the remaining directors by affirmative vote of a majority thereof, 1911.
Endorsed:
may elect a successor to hold office
No. 6598,
for the unexpired portion of the term
Cor. Rec'd vo. 6, Page 80,
of the director" whose place shall be
Certificate of Incorporation of The
Insurance Machine Company, filed in
office of Secretary of New Mexico,
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EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40
DATES OF SALE
Oct. 27-- to Nov. 5th.
RETURN LIMIT
Nov. 8th. 1910.

DAYLIGHT TRAINS

mm
SCOTTISH RITES,
REUNION,
SANTA FE, N. M.
Nov. 7, 8 & 9th.
For this occasion the Snnta Pe
will sell tickets from points in
New Mexico to Santa Fe and

retnrn at one and onellfth
for the round trip

Xare

Dates of sale Nov. 4 to 8th
Return limit Nov. 13th.
J

SANTA FE All The Way.

Excursion Rates
EL FASO, TEX.
$13.40

Dat9s of Sale
Oct. 27 to Nov. 5th,
Return limit. Nov. 7, 1910.
TOURIST RATES
ON SALE NOW. .
SANTA FE - ALL THE WAV

WINTER
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Denver,

GROCERY AND BAKERY

"mmi

Fancy, Staple,

&

Bmies'ic Groceries

KINK A1TL1

.

NEW POP CORN

F. ANDREWS

L

Phone

Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order in advance. Phone Black

Chocolate

Used Monkey Wrench

OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY

H REXAll

store

IS NONE TOO GOOD

FISCHER DRUG
REXAll

THE

1

THE REXALL STORE

STORE

THE BEST KNOWN AND

COMPANY

MOST

RELIABLE BRANDS OF FOOTWEAR
EVERY LADY WANTS AND
SOMETHING
DRESSY

FOR

NEEDS

PARTICULARLY
EVENING

WEAR.

We Have It
SHOES OF ALL KINDS
TO SUIT EVERYBODY

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

JO

KPT

I
I

T

C

uf7

for Weapon

arrested
at Albuquerque for wielding a monkey
wrench so vigorously that his pal
Atltarare is in the hospital
with a broken head.
Guild Meeting There will be a special meeting of the Guild of the Holy
Faith church at the rectory Tuesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. It is a very
important meeting and every member
is most earnestly requested to be
present.
Many at Dance Tonight The committee in charge of the Hallowe'en
dance at the Armory tonight, has sold
a large number of tickets and many
more tickets will be sold at the doors.
A large attendance is predicted and a
very enjoyable affair is in store for
those who go.
Inspecting Schools County Superintendent of Schools J. V. Conway, acMargarito Candelario was

Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST

The United

States government has purchased
land from the Navajos at Crozier for
the establishment of another school
on the reservation.
The Hoodoo at the Tlks' tonight is
a comic picture and is a scream from
start to finish. See it tonight.

IF YOU WANT THE

Delicious Hot

X
X

No. 12.
Good Home

No, 4.

152. I. M. AsUer.
A New Indian School

Most

X

today.
A Home Melody, one of Vitagraph's
goo3 subjects at the Elks' tonight.
Thirteen Inches of Snow Thirteen
inches of snow fell last week in the
Jemez country forty miles west of
Santa Fe.
Get Your Flowers at the Clarendon
Garden. Beautiful chrysanthemums,
carnations and other flowers. Phone

BAKERY GOODS OF ALL KINDS.

Pta h

31.

Marriage Licenses Jack Trainor,
aged 22 and Antonita Romero, aged
18 years, took out a wedding license

& Ca

OYSTERS, PISH, POULTRY, LUNCH
MEATS, AMD SAUSAGES. A LARGE
VARIETY OF VEGETABLES, FRUITc t

Oct.

The forecast is fair weather to-night and Tuesday with sta- tionary temperature.

X

COMPLETE STOCK OF

Colo.,

companied by Mrs. Conway, is preparing for a long trip, visiting the schools
in the southern pr.rt of the county. He
will leave the latter part of this week
and go to Madrid, San Pedro, Hyer,
Fairview, Stanley, Otto and Galisteo..
For the Long Winter Evenings
when you wish to enjoy reading, one
of those new fancy table reading
lamps, that S. Spitz is calling attention to will add much to your enjoyment. He is also calling attention to
a full line of sterling and brass novelties. Read the ad.
Found Dead in His Cabin Major
F.dward Beaumont, aged 75 years, for
forty years a resident of New Mexico, was found dead in a cabin on his
ranch near Algodon.'s, Sandoval count
ty, fifty miles south of Santa Fe.
Change of Program at the Elks'
tonight. All subjects good ones. Rose
O'Salem Town; The Hoodoo, and A
Home Melody. Show at 8 o'clock.
Prices 10 and 15 cents.
Yes, There is a Show at the Elks'
tonight and all other nights, and we
are giving' away numbers for that
handsome three piece parlor set to be
given away November 15th.
Goes to Los Angeles E. F. Sidebot-toof the surveyor general's office,
leaves this evening for Los Angeles in
response to a telegram notifying him
that his wife, who is a sister of for

!!

I

FE3

mer Surveyor General Charles F. Eas-lehas suffered another stroke of
paralysis and her condition is very
grave. Mrs. Sidebottom is well known
here where she has many friends.
From 31 to 62 That was the variation in temperature yesterday which
the weather man pronounced a "warm
and pleasant day." It was a day with
increasing cloudiness, however, Saturday was a colder day. for the lowest temperature was 21 degrees and
the maximum was 60. The average
relative humidity yesterday was 51
per cent, and the lowest temperature
last night was 40 degrees.
And Still the Burros
Come "In
this ancient city of Santa Fe burro
grazing may have come to stay," said
City Agent Harvey Lutz as he was
about to put his boots to another gray
coated burro that shook his head with
a defiant "No" when asked if he would
let the grass grow at least for another
week or so. But Mr. Lutz's troubles
will melt quite soon, for ere the new
moon shoots its beams over the lawn
coppers with lots of vim and brawn
will hurry burros one and all into dog
pound with fence so tall. There they
may graze and play but their diet will
be dry hay.
Anxious For Those Lights "I hope
the people of the city will try to be patient a little longer. I know that there
are many more lights to be put up ere
darkness will be dispelled on their
thoroughfares. I am urging the light
company to make their best efforts to
get all those lights up as speedily as
So said Mayor Seligman
possible."
today in discussing many complaints
he had received about the alleged lack
of lights on certain streets.
Five Days of Sunshine In October-- Mr.
Goldsmith, who is at the Palace
hotel, has received a letter from his
son, N. J. Goldsmith, who is attendat Ithaca.
ing Cornell University
Young Goldsmith spent part of the
winter and all of the summer here and
he feels the lack of sunshine in the
beautiful city of Ithaca. He writes:
"I think we have had but five days of
sunshine during this month and lots of
A Santa
rain and other elements."
Fean has written Mr. Goldsmith to adf
dress Herbert J. Fowler, the
of the Ithaca News to explain
this slight on part of the old luminary.
It may be that Ithaca with so many
professional lights is regarded by Sol
as in less need of his rays than some
of the other burgs.
No Bear Stories Declaring
that
they had no true bear stories a party
of forest rangers were interviewed at
the federal building today. They were
H. G. Calkins, the deputy supervisor
of the Pecos forest C, Goddard, Henry
L. Johnston, R. T. Ross, I. T. Yarnall
Their faces tanand R. S. "Wallace.
ned and every one of them looking decidedly fit, it was evident that the forest rangers had been benefited physically by their timber cruise in the Pecos watershed., "We haven't run
across a bear," said one of the rangers, "if you really wish the truth, that
is it. But on short notice a great bear
It is said,
story can be produced."
however, that the men have seen
some fine looking deer and if Bruin has
I

editor-in-chie-

not run across their paths it is because of the "smoked topaz" rings
many of the rangers wear.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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side here or who live outside the city
limits will be permitted to run cars in
the city for ten days without this'
license or certificate but after the
ten day freedom of the ville they;
across" and
really must "come
take the examination, get the license.
Otherwise they will be treated like
the guest at the celebration without
the wedding gown. So says the mayor.
"Do you intend to enforce this regulation about licensing chauffeurs and
others who run cars," the mayor was
asked this morning.
"Most assuredly," he replied.
"It
will be passed by the council tomorrow night and on November 2 and
after that we are going to stop chauffeurs and others who run cars and
ask them about their license. Dr.
Small, Mr. Clark and Mr. Catron will
meet from 7 to 10 tonight and from

;

CONVENTION

SPARKS.

The Socialists of New Mexico are
taking a vote regarding their action
on the constitution.
They have sent
out to their members the following
vote: "The proposed constitution for
our new state is now being drafted.

will not be a shortage of packers in
there was this season."

1911 as

AMERICAN GIRL IS
KIDNAPED

IN MEXICO.

31. Grace
Oct.
Lincoln, Neb.,
Rolph, 17 years old, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Rolph, a well known Pender, Neb., family who have been
spending the summer on a ranch near
Checoy, Mex., owned by G. S. Harris
of Lincoln, was kidnaped Thursday
by a Mexican peon named Segunda,
according to advices received by Mr.
Harris. A son of Mr. Harris, who is
manager of the ranch has offered a
reward of a thousand dollars for the
capture of Segunda. The United
States ambassador at Mexico City has
been advised and an effort will be
7 to 10 Wednesday night in Mr. Cat-- ; made to interest the state department
ron's law office and those who wish officials at Washington.
to run cars in the city would do well
t
to appear before this committee.
GRAND JURY SYSTEM STICKS.
Those who live outside the city limits
will be allowed the freedom of the
(Continued From Page One)
city ten days but then they must either take out a license or take out their ed from committee was taken up seccars.
tion by section.
Section 11, relative
"There is to be no joke about this to right by trial by jury, which promatter as the city council has accept- vided that in civil actions
h
ed the ordinance and it goes into ef- of the jury might render a verdict,
fect tomorrow night."
did not meet with approval and after
considerable debate, an amendment
proposed by S. B. Davis, providing
FOUNDER OF RED CROSS
SOCIETY IS DEAD, that any change from the present system should be left to the legislature,
was adopted.
13 provoked
Section
31.
Oct.
Geneva, Switzerland,
the most discussion and involved the
of
Internafounder
the
Dunant,
Henry
whether the present system
tional Red Cross Society, died last question
of grand jury be perpetuated by the
night at Neiden, a health resort.

Unless this constitution contains the
right of assemblage, free press and
free speech, the initiative, referendum
and right of recall; we pledge ourselves to use our voice and vote to
defeat the adoption of said constitu-

tion.
Yes
.
No
.
It is
said that the local members of the
party have voted 'yes' unanimously,
so far as the vote has been taken,
The Socialists cast about 1,800 votes
in the recent election for members
of the constitution." Roswell Daily
'
Record.

The political boss or a small western city drove his buckboard at top
speed down the main street on the
morning of an election. "Hey, Johnnie!" he yelled to his son, "git down
in the fourth ward quick! There's people down there votin' as they blame
please!" From Success Magazine.

five-sixt-

''Those who would abolish the grand
jury system are abusing it as a relic
of barbarism, where a body of men,
answerable to blast a man's reputation by returning an
indictment
against him on ex parte evidence, in
star chamber sessions, where everybody is sworn to secrecy.
They argue that it serves no purpose that
could not be served without it and
that it does much harm, often by returning indictments that can never be
sustained with the evidence. A guilty
man can always be convicted, without the necessity of a grand jury indictment, it is argued, while an innocent man has a chance to produce his
witnesses and prove himself innocent
without the ignominy of a grand jury
indictment hanging over him, accusing him of a crime of which the majority of people usually believe him
guilty after he Is indicted, regardless
of the proof that later follows at the
trial." El Paso Herald.

constitution or left to the legislature.

An amendment by Charles Springer,
COLLEGES WILL BE URGED
which in effect continues the grand
IN
PACKING.
TO ADD COURSE
jury system, was adopted. Section 15
with reference to procedure in securSpokane, Wash., Oct. 31 Agricul- ing
in criminal proceedings
tural colleges, experiment stations and was testimony
stricken out and the balance of
all other institutions in the Pacific the
report was then adopted after
and northwestern states teaching hor- minor amendments. The
conference-adjourneticulture will be urged by the trustees
at
1:30 p. m.
of the National Apple Show, Inc., to
add a course in apple packing as soon
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
as possible. This is with a view of
Connection
made with AutomobQ
of
competent
relieving the shortage
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
help all over the box group, including
Automobile
Vaughn for RosWashington, Oregon, Jdaho, Montana. well at 8:30 leaves
a. m. and arrives at RosCalifornia, Colorado, New Mexico and
l
m. Automobile
Utah, where much fruit will not be well at 3:30 p.
m.
a.
12:30
for
at
Vaughan
packed this year.
at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
In presenting a resolution Incorpo- and arrives
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance-lVan
F.
Cartier
E.
the
foregoing,
rating
$5.80 and between Torrance and
Dissel, second vice president and Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autooutchairman of the board of trustees,
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
lined the plans prepared by the management for the free packing school
Hoarsness m a child subject
in Spokane in connection with the
is a sure indication of the apshow the week of November 14, when
of the disease. If Chamberproach
of
M.
Carroll
A. P. Bateman and J.
once-o- r
Mosier, Ore., will be able to handle lain's Cough Reme'y Is given at
even after the croupy cough has apabout 150 students at each of the daily
sessions. He also explained that while peared, It will prevent the attack.
the school will be the means of pre- Contains no poison. Sold by all
paring 1,000 men and women to assist with next season's crop, it will
not do much to relieve the situation.
If you want anything on earth try
Thousands are needed.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
"Many thousands of trees will come
into bearing in 1911." Mr. Van Dissel
added, "and unles there are more
packers it is likely that part of the
yield will never reach the market.
leaves-Roswel-

"Many are urging adoption of the
appointive system as one more free
from politics than an elective one. It.
is argued that a judge who is good at
electioneering is generally not good
at propounding the law and that it
would be better to have a poor politician and a good judge appointed to
the bench than to have a good politician and a poor judge elected." El
Paso Daily Herald.

s

COMMITTEE ON MOTORS
TO MEET TONIGHT.
Will Ask Men Who Run Buzz Wagons
What They Know About the
Art of Locomotion.

Standley G. Small, Charles C. Catron, James E. Clark. From 7 to 10
Monday and Wednesday nights this
week at law office of Mr. Catron, East
side Plaza.
Tersely told this the' announcement
that Mayor Seligman wishes chauffeurs and those act the role of chau-feur- s
to consider having been sent
them as a gentle reminder that the
committee of three on automobile regulations will be ready to examine applicants for those motor car licenses.
These licenses are to be obtained by
any one who wishes to guide a car inthe city limits. Those who do not re-

HAFFNERCD'

This will mean losses running "into
thousands of dollars and greatly curtail the output of apples. There is a
greater demand for apples today than
ever before and, as the western country has the fruit, every effort should
be made to assist the growers . in
packing it.
"We believe every agricultural college and commercial organization in
the west should take up this matter of
teaching the methods of packing during the winter months, so that there

JKQRfWERJ-PRINTBR- y
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FOU need the service we
rende? in the matter of
good clothes It's a service
nobody else can render you;
because nobody else has
HART SCH4FFNER & MARX
clothes in this town, andj we
think nobody- else has qu te
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
-

clothing store.

Our idea is' to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited toTyour special
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

you want than you do.

Bu

we do know something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit o: overcoat looks right on you; fits
properlv; is becomingto youIt's just as much to our interest as to yours to get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to be disinterested about these things; but
we cant afford ,to let you go
anywhere else, for clothes
when we know we've got the
best clothes made.
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Hart ScMfner
Bart ScMfner
Copyright Hart Schaffner & Marx
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